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Schools Close
Amid
Coronavirus
Concerns
The Fullerton School District
Boardmembers voted in an emergency
meeting held at 9pm on March 13 to
close all schools beginning Monday,
March 16, and resume as usual on
Monday, March 30. This is out of an
abundance of caution, in an effort to
limit the spread of COVID-19, and with
guidance from local, state, and federal
public health experts. The district has
applied for continuing ADA (Average
Daily Attendance) funding through the
state emergency program so financial
loss to the schools will not be a problem.
The district will continue to offer
breakfast and lunch during the week of
March 16 through March 20 to all children under the age of 18 through curbside pick up at the following school
sites: Acacia, Beechwood, Fern Drive,
Fisler, Golden Hill, Hermosa, Ladera
Vista, Laguna Road, Maple, Nicolas,
Orangethorpe, Pacific Drive, Parks,
Raymond, Richman, Rolling Hills,
Sunset Lane, Valencia Park, and
Woodcrest from 11am to 1pm.
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Long Lines at Costco and Supermarkets: Local residents, concerned about a lack of resources caused by the
coronavirus, have flooded to local stores like Costco to stock up on supplies. Photo by Jesse La Tour.

Results of Community Survey &
Appetite for New Taxes
A representative of FM3, a firm that
specializes in public-policy oriented
opinion research, gave the results of a
community survey conducted with 515
residents who are likely voters at the
March 3 city council meeting.
According to the staff report, “The
results of the survey indicated that
respondents have mixed opinions about
the City. They mostly consider it a good
place to live and a safe community. But
there is concern about the direction of
the City and increased crime. Based on
the responses, there is a strong sense
that the City needs additional funding to
address key priorities such as: homelessness, condition of streets and infrastructure and emergency response/public safety.”

Here are some of the results of the survey:
The City of Fullerton
is going in the:
Right direction: 40%
Wrong track: 36%
Don’t know: 24%
Your local neighborhood
is going in the:
Right direction: 53%
Wrong track: 38%
Don’t know: 10%
Fire Department:
Total approve: 91%
Total disapprove: 2%
Continued on page 2

INFRASTRUCTURE COMMITTEE
RECOMMENDS SALES TAX
Last April, city council tasked the
Infrastructure and Natural Resource
Advisory Committee (INRAC), which
is made up of 9 volunteer residents, to
examine on-going maintenance and
improvement needs of our infrastructure
and make recommendations related to
funding.
The Committee’s review started in
May 2019 and was completed on
February 26, 2020. At the March 3
Fullerton City Council meeting, INRAC
presented their findings, some of which
are as follows:
The City has not been able to keep up
with and fund infrastructure maintenance. This has been a long term problem growing over the years. The condition and funding of our streets is the sin-

gle most critical problem. Most other
elements of our infrastructure are also in
very bad condition.
Fullerton Infrastructure needs are as
follows:
•Level 1 (High) funding need of
$19,078,000/yr
vs.
available
$5,300,000/yr
•Level 2 (Med) funding need of
$18,245,625/yr
vs.
available
$9,118,000/yr
•Level 3 (Low) funding need of
$51,959,500/yr
vs.
available
$50,255,000/yr
We need a net increase of approximately $24,610,125/yr
Continued on page 4

Court Allows Lawsuit
Against Fullerton’s
Future Blog to
Move Forward
by Matthew Leslie
In Santa Ana Orange County Superior
Court on Thursday, March 12, Judge
James L. Crandall rejected a motion to
dismiss the city of Fullerton’s lawsuit
against bloggers from the Friends for
Fullerton’s Future (FFFF) blog over
alleged illegal downloading of files from
a City Dropbox folder. Judge Crandall
also issued a preliminary injunction prohibiting the blog from publishing any
more of the files in question. A similar
injunction, issued last year by a different
judge, was later thrown out by the 4th
District Court of Appeals.
During the same session, the court
also denied the FFFF blog’s motion to
dismiss the city of Fullerton’s civil case,
which names bloggers Joshua Ferguson
and David Curlee as defendants. FFFF
counsel considers the case to be a
“SLAPP,” or Strategic Lawsuit Against
Public Participation. Judge Crandall
allowed the case to move forward
because it appeared to him that there
was illegal activity involved in the
accessing of the City files, and that the
City could prevail in the case.
The city of Fullerton contends that Mr.
Ferguson was sent a link to specific files
in a city Dropbox folder, but that FFFF
bloggers illegally accessed and downloaded other files also found there,
including files containing private information about city employees. Last year
the blog published stories about the
City’s questionable handling of the
drunk driving incident involving now
former City Manager Joe Felz as well as
Continued on page 5
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MARCH 3 CALIFORNIA/LOCAL
ELECTION RESULTS
On March 3 Californians went to the polls to vote in the presidential primary, as
well as some local races and bond measures. Here are the Orange County winners
and results as of March 14. For updates and more information visit
www.ocvote.com.
President:
Bernie Sanders (DEM)
Donald Trump (REP)

US Representative 39th District
(top two advance to Nov. election)
Young Kim (REP)
Gil Cisneros (DEM)
A representative of FM3 presents the results of the
community survey to city council.

Results of Community Survey
& Appetite for New Taxes Continued from frontpage
State Senator 29th District
(top two advance to Nov. election)
Ling Ling Chang (REP)
Josh Newman (DEM)

State Assembly 65th District
(top two advance to Nov. election)
Sharon Quirk-Silva (DEM)
Cynthia Thacker (REP)

Police Department
Total approve: 75%
Total disapprove: 20%
City Government
Total approve: 52%
Total disapprove: 33%
City Council
Total approve: 45%
Total disapprove: 37%

Judge of the
Superior Court
Office No. 4
Tony Ferrentino

Orange County
Board of Education
Trustee Area 4
Tim Shaw

Measure J: Fullerton
Elementary School
District Bond
No
Measure K: Fullerton Joint
Union High School
District Bond
No
Proposition 13
No

More than 7 in 109 respondents rate
Fullerton as at least a “good” place to
live.
A majority of respondents perceive
that crime has increased in recent years,
but Fullerton is still generally considered to be safe.
The city of Fullerton is a safe place
to live, work, and raise a family:
Total accurate: 83%
Total inaccurate: 17%
Homelessness, the cost of housing and
the condition of local streets are considered to be the most serious problems:
Extreme/very serious problem:
Homelessness: 78%
The number of homeless
residents in the city: 78%
The condition of city
streets and sidewalks: 64%
The cost of housing: 60%
Crime, gangs, and drugs: 42%
Property crimes such as home
and auto break-ins: 42%
Waste and inefficiency
in city government: 40%

Seven in 10 respondents believe the
city has at least “some” need for additional funding to provide City Services.
Great/Some need: 70%
Little/No real need: 24%
Don’t know: 6%
Ballot/Tax Questions
Tested in Survey
The survey also polled residents about
their likelihood to support new taxes
(sales, parcel, and cannabis) to address
city issues like infrastructure. Less than
a majority of respondents support a
streets-only parcel (property) tax that
requires a two-thirds vote for passage.
Total yes: 41%
Total no: 53%
Undecided: 7%
Nearly three-quarters of respondents
believe it is appropriate for Fullerton
city government to fund City services by
taxing marijuana sales.
Total in favor: 73%
Total against: 19%
Undecided: 8%
Six in 10 respondents support a potential sales tax, especially for road repair
and addressing homelessness.
Total yes: 61%
Total no: 35%
Undecided: 4%
Conclusions
Respondents have mixed opinions
about the city: they mostly consider it a
good place to live and a safe community.
But there is concern about the direction
of the City and homelessness. There is a
strong sense that the City needs additional funding.

BALANCE & CHANGE
IT’S OKAY TO ASK FOR HELP
How easily do you ask for help? For
many people, this is a difficult thing to
do. Some people see it as a sign of
weakness. Others do not see themselves as worthy enough to get help.
Some may not see that there are people around who are available to help.
We cannot do everything ourselves.
It is important that we honestly assess
what we can do and what we cannot.
Asking for help for what we are not
capable of doing is not a weakness. It
is, in fact, a strength. Continuing to try

to do something that we will never
succeed at is not a healthy habit.
If someone asks you for help, do
you ask yourself if they are worthy?
Or do you simply help them? If we do
not question this in others, why, then,
do we question it in ourselves? People
are worthy of help because we are
worthy of help. One person is not
more worthy than another. We all
deserve help.
When you need help, give yourself
permission to ask for it.

INDIVIDUAL, COUPLE & FAMILY THERAPY
MICHELLE GOTTLIEB Psy.D., MFT
305 N. Harbor Blvd, Suite 202,
Fullerton, CA 92832
714-879-5868 x5 www.michellegottlieb.com
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Cannabis Panel
Discussion
by Jane Rands
The City of Fullerton hosted the second of a three-part community discussion on March 4 to discuss whether
Fullerton should begin licensing some,
if any, cannabis businesses. Fifty-five
people were in the audience, including
residents and advocates for cannabis and
industrial hemp growing, processing,
and sales.
Community
and
Economic
Development Director Matt Foulkes
facilitated a five-person panel that
answered questions from the February
13
“Cannabis
Listening
and
Information” event and from the assembled audience.
Both industry and government representatives participated in the cannabis panel discussion.
Foulkes opened the program with
the conditions under which they were
some background. In 2016 California members. Cannabis businesses are limit- other chemicals.
After introductions, Foulkes asked approved. Schaefer said that La Habra
voters approved Proposition 64, which ed to light manufacturing and commermade recreational use and sales of mari- cial zones away from day cares, schools, questions that were generated from a police has “surprise inspections.”
cannabis information event last month. Cisneros said the agreements include at
juana legal in the state. Leading up to recreational centers, and parks.
Applicants must apply for a condition- The first question was whether some least one annual review per government
that election, the Fullerton city staff had
proposed a local ballot measure to al use permit, receive approval from cities are allowing medicinal marijuana code where corrections are initially
define local cannabis regulations. The Planning Commission and City Council, only. McPherson said that most medical requested and later escalated to violacomplete a rigorous users have transitioned into recreational tions if not corrected. Cheng said that
City Council, however,
building plan check, and users because it is more convenient.
California EPA dictates progressive
rejected the idea of putpay a $30,000 applicaMazziota said the “black market” is environmental enforcement.
ting the decision before
tion fee. Schaefer said more convenient. He said that legalized
Another question from the audience
Fullerton voters because
the city “didn’t get as sales can be controlled and provide asked how much distance there should
they “wanted to wait for
In Orange County
many applications as income to the city. Cisneros said that be between cannabis businesses.
the
results
of
alone, there is
expected.” The process legalized recreational use has had the McPherson said it depends on the city.
Proposition
64,”
enough demand
culminates with a nego- effect of doctors being more open to dis- 600 feet is appropriate in cities that are
Foulkes said.
for 122 retailers
tiated
Development cuss cannabis as an option for their spread out, but it may not be possible to
Despite a majority of
Agreement that is good patients.
find even a 25-foot buffer in older cities.
Orange County Voters,
but there are
for
10
years
with
the
There
was
discussion
about
what
Mazziota said “that is going to be one of
and more importantly, a
only 23 that are
possibility of two 10- community benefits were provided by the biggest hurdles” in Fullerton.
majority of Fullerton
licensed,
year extensions that the businesses. Schaefer said the conA person in the audience asked about
Voters
approving
according to
includes
contractual tractual payments La
how the city can avoid
Proposition 64, the
payments to the city.
Habra receives are,
legal challenges with a
Fullerton City Council
McPherson.
Schaefer said the City “helping us to be able
competitive application
has not revisited the
has “netted $340,000” in to run our city.” Some
process. McPherson said
proposed local ordirevenue over the last 9 revenue provides lapin Pasadena there were
The City of
nance. In 2018, they
months. Despite the tops to schools and
127 applicants for only 3
explicitly prohibited all
La Habra,
income from these busi- funds daycare centers.
permits with 35 scoring
cannabis business uses and activities
which allows
90% or better and “someand embarked on what Chief Robert nesses, the current La Habra City Cisneros referred to a
distribution and
one is not going to be
Dunn has referred to as “Whack-a- Council has declined licensing delivery program known as
happy.” Cisneros said that
testing facilities,
mole” enforcement – expending operations. They have recently asked “Pot for Potholes.”
There was a request
only “sore losers” sue
resources to shut down unlicensed staff to look at getting rid of rules that
has “netted
when they don’t win a percannabis businesses that reopen at allow for testing facilities, though they from the audience for
$340,000” in
currently have none, and they want to clarity on proposed
mit. Also, the process
another location in the City.
revenue over
should be transparent with
In October of 2019, City Council cap licensing to the 3 current licenses Assembly Bill 1537
objective scoring criteria.
the last 9 months.
asked staff to gather community input to only. Cannabis commerce in La Habra is that was originally
For example, in Riverside
formulate a city ordinance on cannabis “still in flux” due to the make up of the going to require that
cities allow store front
points were awarded for a
regulation for discussion in April 2020. City Council changing every 2 years.
The third panelist was John Mazziota cannabis licenses in
location in an approved
When asked on March 4 whether the
zone that did not require a
council would be considering placing an from Linx Capital Group, a subsidiary proportion to the
ordinance on the ballot for voters to of Falcon, which began as a cannabis number of alcohol licenses in a city. zone change.
The program was streamed live on
weigh-in on allowing cannabis business- distribution company in California and Cisneros said there was a caveat that this
es in Fullerton on the November 2020 now cultivates and distributes cannabis would only apply to cities where a Facebook by the city and is available for
in other states as well. Mazziota said majority of voters approved Proposition viewing
at
ballot, Foulkes said he did not know.
Foulkes introduced a panel beginning their businesses don’t create problems 64. She said, “Fullerton was the first city www.facebook.com/CityofFullerton/vide
with David McPherson from HdL, like loitering, littering, and crime and on my mind when I heard of it” because os/490799071586765/. There will be
named for Hinderliter, de Llamas & they try to hire 50% of their employees Fullerton has so many bars. McPherson one more community meeting in March.
said the legislation is still in process but Visit the City’s Community and
Associates, founded in 1983 to provide from the city where operating.
Dana Cisneros from Cannabis has been changed to be proportionate to Economic Development Cannabis page:
public agency revenue management
www.cityoffullerton.com/gov/departservices, including cannabis regulation Corporate Law said she helps form the number of pharmacies.
An audience member asked whether ments/dev_serv/medical_marijuana.asp
and taxation. McPherson said that when licensed cannabis businesses. She has
voters approved legalized adult recre- drafted model Development Agreements there are ongoing inspections to ensure to sign up for notifications and to submit
ational use of cannabis, it increased con- that meet California and local govern- the operators continue to operate under questions.
sumer demand. But without enough ment codes. She said “HdL is fair” at
legal options consumers were “forced to judging whether a cannabis business
go to the illegal market.” According to should receive a license to operate based
McPherson, 70-80% of cannabis pro- on experience and plans to provide comduced in the state is sold on the “illicit munity benefit, community compatibilimarket.” In Orange County alone, there ty, security plans, and even decommisis enough demand for 122 retailers but sioning plans.
Darwin Cheng, Assistant Director of
there are only 23 that are licensed.
The next panelist was La Habra City OC Environmental Health explained
Senior Planner Chris Schaefer. He said some of the regulations enforced on
prohibited marijuana dispensaries were cannabis production. Some cannabis
growing in La Habra so in 2018 the City production waste is toxic and some is
Council decided to allow for 4 distribu- green waste. The difference occurs when
tion facilities and 4 testing facilities. processing introduces hazardous subThey hired HdL and created a Cannabis stances. As an example, production and
Review Board made up of city staff cultivation might use pesticides and
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FULLERTON CITY COUNCIL NOTES
MARCH 3 MEETING
The Council meets at 6:30pm on the first and third Tuesdays of each month.
Upcoming agenda information and streaming video of council
meetings are available at www.cityoffullerton.com.
City Hall is located at 303 W. Commonwealth, Fullerton.
Contact council at 714-738-6311 or by email to: council@ci.fullerton.ca.us

Closed Session: Before every public city council meeting, there is a “closed
session” in which Council meets with various parties to discuss items outside the
view of the public. During this closed session, Council met with Dan Almquist of
Frontier Real Estate Investments to discuss price and terms of a property at 510 N.
Harbor Blvd.

Public Comments
Todd Harrison, a resident of Rancho
La Paz mobile home park in Fullerton,
urged council to support the recentlyproposed Assembly Bill 2895, to provide rent protection for mobile homeowners and renters.
Jensen Hallstrom said he wanted to
learn more about the 166 City trees
scheduled for removal. He suggested
that the lumber from these trees be
repurposed for park furniture or other
city amenities. He also stated that the
city’s contracted tree trimming company, West Coast Arborists (WCA) have
been over-pruning and “topping”

trees—which is unhealthy. Public Works
Director Meg McWade said that WCA is
willing to work with local groups for
repurposing lumber from trees the city
cuts down.
Kitty Jaramillo asked about prioritization of street repair. She said
Orangethorpe is the most in need of
repair and should be a priority.
Jose Trinidad Castaneda suggested
that the city of Fullerton consider implementing community choice energy,
which offers cities a choice of energy
providers, rather than just one company.

Hunt Library Committee
to Consider Proposals
Council voted 5-0 to re-convene availOn November 19, 2019, City Staff
able members of the Hunt Branch released the Literacy and Cultural
Library Ad Hoc Committee and appoint Innovation Programming Partnership
Library Board of Trustee member Ellen RFP with an original deadline date of
Ballard to perform the evaluation of sub- January 23, 2020. After receiving feedmitted proposals for the future use of the back and direction from the City
Hunt Branch Library.
Council, the RFP deadline
The
Hunt
Branch
was extended to February
Library
Ad
Hoc
24.
Committee (Committee)
At the deadline close, the
The Committee
was formed and tasked
RFP
yielded 8 proposals
was formed and
with creating a vision for
from a variety of organizatasked with
addressing the future uses
tions and individuals.
creating a
of the Hunt Branch
Staff will reach out to
Library. The Committee
each
member and detervision for
envisioned the building to
mine
their availability.
addressing the
be used for a variety of
Ellen Ballard, a member of
future uses of
compatible and creative
the Library Board of
the Hunt
uses that brings residents
Trustees and long-time
together in a place that is
Branch Library. advocate and supporter of
welcoming, encourages
the library and the Hunt
curiosity, promotes learnBranch, has volunteered
ing and sharing knowlher time to assist in the
edge, and serves as a hub
process. Accordingly, staff
of activities, programs, events and class- recommended that the City Council
es.
reconvene the available members of the
The Committee identified three cen- Committee to assist in the evaluation
tral priorities for the use of the site: 1. and appoint Ellen Ballard for the same
Literacy, 2. Art, Culture, Exhibits, act.
Museum Uses and 3. Events, Activities,
It is expected that the evaluation
Classes.
process will culminate with a recomAt the May 7, 2019, City Council mendation to the City Council in 10 to
meeting, the City Council directed Staff 12 weeks.
to put forward the Committee’s priority
Councilmember
Ahmad
Zahra
uses of the Hunt Branch for inclusion in appointed Dr. Faisal Kazi to the ad hoc
a Request for Proposals (RFP).
committee.

Agenda Forecast
The next Fullerton City Council meeting is Tuesday, March 17 at 6:30pm at City
Hall. Agenda items include: General funding for emergency preparedness,
Disadvantaged community grant, Annual housing element progress report,
California water/wastewater agency response network mutual assistance agreement, code amendment pertaining to state speed limits, Agreement with Orange
County Water District relating to PFAS, Tenant-based rental assistance program for
veterans, Gas tax funds allocation for local road repair projects, including Euclid
and Orangethorpe.

Mobile homeowner Todd Harrison urges council to support Assembly Bill 2895,
which would provide protections for people in his position.

INFRASTRUCTURE COMMITTEE
RECOMMENDS SALES TAX Continued from frontpage
The city’s sewer system has regular
maintenance and improvements due to a
dedicated funding source, but the streets
are in poor condition and have no dedicated source of funds in the general
budget.
The Committee unanimously recommended authorizing a ballot measure for
a sales and use special tax increase of
1% dedicated specifically for City’s
infrastructure needs (Requires 2/3 Voter
Approval) to be reviewed in 15 years.
They also recommended creation of a
Citizen’s Review Committee for
Transparency, Communication, and
Oversight to ensure that all tax measure
revenue is spent for infrastructure purposes as specified in the measure passed
by voters.
A General Tax requires 50%+1 voter
approval, but can be used for general
budget items, and not necessarily infrastructure.
A Special Tax requires 2/3 voter
approval but must be allocated to the
specific need (in this case infrastructure).
Voters in the following Orange County
cities approved 1% increases in sales
and use taxes:
•2008 La Habra (General Tax)
•2014 Stanton (General Tax)
•2016 Fountain Valley, La Palma,
Westminster (General Tax)
•2018 Garden Grove, Placentia, Santa
Ana (1.5%) (General Tax)
Additional Recommendations include:
•Hire Consultant to review City budget to identify savings that can then be
dedicated to street improvements
•Review the possibility of a transient
occupancy tax (TOT) on vacation-byowner rentals
•Increase focus on Economic
Development for Fullerton
•Pursue long-term improvements in
energy use and sourcing.
During public comment, residents had
mixed feelings about the proposed tax
increase.
“I don’t want you to kick the can down
the road, Jose Trinidad Castaneda said.
“I think you have a mandate from recent
polling that shows that a majority of residents want to prioritize funding for
infrastructure and road repair…I support
the recommendations from the INRAC
committee.”
Egleth Nunnci said there needs to be
more public outreach and education
about the pros and cons of a sales tax
increase.
Sean Paden said he is opposed to the
proposed new tax. He cited new taxes
potentially created by local measures J
and K (which did not ultimately pass),
the gas tax, and a water tax.

“We have substantial retail businesses
in Fullerton that will be impacted by a
sales tax increase. This will make our
businesses less competitive than our
neighbors,” Paden said. “What we need
is discipline from this council to control
the pay and benefits.”
Tanya McCrory said that while a special tax may be necessary, “nearly every
citizen I have discussed this with has
expressed profound mistrust that this
new tax money will go where the city
promises it will go, and second that it is
merely a band-aid on a gaping wound.”
The majority of council members
expressed support for a general tax, with
the exception of Councilmember Bruce
Whitaker.
“We need to take some action to get
our streets in shape,” Council member
Jesus Silva said. “If we do a general tax,
I would like to see measures in place so
the money goes toward infrastructure.
We have neglected our roads, and
they’ve caught up to us.”
Silva expressed skepticism about a 2/3
vote passing in Fullerton.
Councilmember Ahmad Zahra said
that, while he could support a sales tax,
he was concerned that a sales tax is
regressive—meaning it would affect low
income families the most.
“I want to make sure that…there are
actions to have a direct reinvestment in
the communities that are mostly affected
by a sales tax,” Zahra said.
Councilmember Bruce Whitaker, who
opposed a sales tax increase, said, “I’m
disturbed at the notion of a general tax—
would the citizenry have confidence that
the funds would be used for infrastructure?”
Mayor Protem Jan Flory said that the
roads are “a problem that has been a
long time coming” and expressed support for a sales tax, with an annual report
and public hearing on outcomes.
Mayor Jennifer Fitzgerald said, “I
think the people of the city of Fullerton
should get to vote on a general sales tax
this November…If this city wants to
maintain services, then the citizens of
the City need to vote on this.”
Fitzgerald said the City also needs to
create a dedicated infrastructure fund, as
there is not currently one, and a citizens
oversight committee to review how new
funding is spent.
Council directed staff to bring back
more information about an infrastructure
fund and more on a sales tax by May.
Information related to INRAC’s
review can be found on the City’s website
at:
www.cityoffullerton.com/gov/departments/public_works/infrastructure_asse
t_review.asp.
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Court Allows Lawsuit Against
Fullerton’s Future Blog to Move Forward
Continued from frontpage
ing that she wouldn’t be there if the case
one about what appeared to be a deliber- was about free speech.
During the evidentiary hearing to
ate attempt by the City to circumvent
determine
whether or not to allow the
new police reporting laws.
case
to
move
forward, FFFF attorney
The case has raised concerns about
Kelly
Aviles
argued
that accessing files
restricting 1st Amendment
in
the
City’s Dropbox
guarantees of free speech
folders
without
authorizaby intimidating reporters by
tion
did
not
constitute
an
suing them and by filing for
Judge
Crandall
illegal
act,
and
that,
in
injunctions against publishissued
a
any
case,
the
City
had
no
ing materials that might be
proof that the bloggers
preliminary
embarrassing to municipalnamed in the lawsuit were
ities. Courts have generally
injunction
responsible for downheld that prohibiting news
prohibiting
the
loading the files because
organizations from publishblog
from
the IP addresses detected
ing information constitutes
were anonymous and
publishing
any
prior restraint.
could not be tied to either
Despite acknowledging
more of the
Mr. Ferguson or Mr.
that some of the documents
files
in
question.
Curlee.
were “of significant public
Ms. Aviles also argued
interest,” Judge Crandall
that,
although the City
reasoned in his Tentative
claims
that
the
files
were private, they
Ruling that the injunction would not
posted
them
to
the
Dropbox account
constitute prior restraint because it
without
any
barriers
to
their access, notwould be a “content-neutral restriction
ing
that
user
folders
set
up on Dropbox
on defendants based not on their speech,
are,
by
default,
private,
but
that city staff
but on their own prior unlawful conhad
chosen
to
make
them
public by
duct,” evidently finding credibility in
proactively
removing
any
barriers
to
the City’s contention that its civil case is
access.
Ms.
Barlow
cited
the
2017
based on the theft of city materials, in
the form of its files, and not an attempt Equifax file breach that exposed private
to silence critics. “We are trying to get information about millions of people,
our property back,” argued city of arguing that inadequate security on a
Fullerton’s counsel Kim Barlow, insist- website did not mean that accessing

Democratic Party of Orange County Office
Vandalized with White Nationalist Propaganda
The Democratic Party of Orange
Chair Ada Briceno released the folCounty staff reported white nationalist lowing statement:
propaganda stickers graffitied around its
“It’s clear that this vandalism is
headquarters on February 29.
intended to intimidate and suppress votThe Democratic Party is not releasing ers. It will not work. We stand united in
the name of the group identified in the the strongest possible condemnation of
propaganda in order to minhate. We want to assure votimize press attention that
ers that intimidation is not
the group may receive. It is
tolerated.
“It’s clear
recognized as a white
“We urge all Democrats
that this
nationalist hate group by the
to go to the polls. Vote to
Southern Poverty Law
defeat hate and white
vandalism
Center, and one of its memnationalism. Cast your vote
is intended
bers was convicted of murfor leaders who oppose hate
to intimidate
dering anti-racist protester
and division.
and suppress
Heather Heyer at the fatal
“Acts of hatred go
“Unite the Right” rally in
beyond politics. But hate
voters.
Charlottesville, VA. Its
crimes like this are on the
It will not
manifesto considers immirise. We call upon the
work.”
grants, refugees, and nonRepublican Party of Orange
white Americans a “direct
County
and
Orange
threat.”
County’s Republican electThe Democratic Party of Orange ed officials to join us in condemning
County filed a police report as well as a white nationalism. It will take both our
hate crime report with the OC Human parties to push hate out of politics and
Relations Commission.
out of Orange County.”

information there did not constitute
criminal activity.
Judge Crandall likened the situation to
theft from a house whose front door had
been left open, but Ms. Aviles countered
that routine application of theft laws did
not apply the same way to the press.
Earlier in the hearing, Ms. Aviles differentiated between files found on a city
computer and those found in folders
hosted by Dropbox, which exists on the
inherently public medium of the
Internet, reasoning that the files found
on the Internet are public, whether their
location has been specifically advertised
or not. Because no password was
required to access them, FFFF’s attorney

contends that the files were not private,
despite the City claiming that they were.
(At one point Judge Crandall expressed
frustration with Internet passwords,
relating his trouble using them to access
his own court files, and stated that he
calls his grandson when he has trouble
doing so).
Ultimately, Judge Crandall refused to
grant a stay to the preliminary injunction
and denied FFFF’s anti-SLAPP motion,
allowing his published Tentative Ruling
to stand. He set a trial date for January,
2021. Ms. Aviles indicated on behalf of
Mr. Ferguson and Mr. Curlee that she
would appeal the judge’s rulings before
that time.

Woman Pleads Guilty to Posting Nazi
Propaganda at Fullerton College
and Newport Harbor High
A 23-year-old Fullerton woman
“Expressing hatred towards any parpleaded guilty on March 11 to one count ticular group will never be tolerated in
of misdemeanor vandalism and two Orange County,” Orange County
misdemeanor counts of graffiti for post- District Attorney Todd Spitzer said.
ing Nazi propaganda posters at Newport “Vandalizing a school or any place with
Harbor High School and
propaganda spreads a vioFullerton College.
lent message to students
Grace
Elisabeth
and residents and does not
Ziesmer, of Fullerton,
belong
in
Orange
agreed to plead guilty in
County.”
The posting of
exchange for a court offer Nazi propaganda
Ziesmer was not
of 40 hours community
charged with a hate crime
which included enhancement due to a lack
service and one year inforswastikas, SS
mal probation. Ziesmer
of sufficient evidence that
was ordered to pay
her contact was directed at
mottos, and
$517.12 in restitution.
a particular victim for
other neo-Nazi
On March 4, Ziesmer
being Jewish. It could not
statements is a
posted Nazi propaganda
be proven beyond a reahate incident.
posters on City light poles
sonable doubt that the
near Fullerton College.
defendant’s conduct was
Ziesmer is also accused of
directed at the schools
posting Nazi propaganda
because of their connecposters
on
Newport
tion with the Jewish peoHarbor High School’s property on ple or the Jewish religion, based on the
March 11, 2019.
evidence and interviews conducted in
The posting of Nazi propaganda the case.
which included swastikas, SS mottos,
Deputy District Attorney Jake Jondle
and other neo-Nazi statements is a hate of the Special Prosecutions unit proseincident.
cuted this case.
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Thirty Years
This St. Patrick’s Day marks the official 30th Anniversary of Heroes, now of
course in a much larger facility on Santa Fe. Many others would stake their claim to
a downtown location, as professionals, retailers, and a large variety of places to eat
moved in. The wrecking ball was banished. It’s hard to imagine, but there was once
talk of demolishing Villa del Sol for a car wash, and other vintage, mostly brick
buildings might have been red tagged and taken down, just like most of downtown
“Good Old Brea” was.
And so, Heroes joins The Cellar (1969) Rutabegorz (1970, celebrating 50 years)
Angelo’s and Vinci’s (1971) and Mulberry Street (1984) as thirty year plus institutions in a thriving downtown. Let’s eat.

Peaches and
Heroes
Thursday nights were Reggae nights
at Magnolia’s Peach in Brea, and of
course peach flavored everything was
available. Behind the bar were a few
strangers who would later become fixtures in Downtown Fullerton. Among
them was Jack Franklyn, who would roll
the dice and take over a space formerly
occupied by the once popular but suddenly shuttered La Paz Mexican
Restaurant in a decidedly low traffic
Villa del Sol. The Peach is gone, but
Heroes forges ahead into decade 4.
The Cellar was doing well and so were
some of the retail shops, but overall,
“The Villa” was still recovering from
vacancies brought on by the Whittier

You Passed?!
It was during construction that my
office partner Bob Bennett (rest in
peace, man) and I got to know Jack and
we discovered just how hard it was to
get a restaurant up and running. There
were endless new requirements, issues
with an older building, changes, delays,

Downtown Plaza
It seemed to take forever to get that
crumbling asphalt lot cleared and made
into usable space, but a committee was
formed, a plan agreed upon, and the
work began. Also, the dirt lot across
from the Museum Center was mostly
empty save a solitary tree, and that property was nearly sold off. But now it is a
small park. Concerns that there may be
too much concrete at the new plaza have
subsided as the trees have grown in
quite a bit and it’s now very often in use.
Note: Due to coronavirus concerns,
the following upcoming events at the
Downtown Plaza have been cancelled:
Golden Legacy exhibit at the
Fullerton Museum, Thursday Farmers
Markets until April 30th, the State of the
City event April 16, and We Are
Fullerton on April 18.
For updates visit
www.cityoffullerton.com

Narrows earthquake in 1987 and the
retrofit construction that came in its
wake. Those efforts proved to be of
great value when the Northridge Quake
hit in 1994.
and long days. But today, 2/22/1990, the
cloud had lifted, and Heroes had been
signed off, given the green light, and the
three of us sat down to celebrate with the
first beers in what would become the
place “Where good friends meet,” its
walls lined with photos of customers,
heroes, family members, and lifelong
friends.

Mardi Gras for
Autism Cancelled

Due to recent Coronavirus disease
(COVID-19) updates, the Tenth Annual
Mardi Gras for Autism on Saturday,
April 4 at the Fullerton Train Depot has
been cancelled.
“We understand that our families who
have loved ones with special needs
know that health comes first and do not
want to put any of you at risk,” said
Fullerton Cares founder Larry Houser.

Photo Quiz
QUESTION:
This issue: What was the original purpose of this building and
where is it?
Send your answer to Mike at
AllMedia
@sbcglobal.net

Last issue: What
‘drive’ is this and
where is/was it?
Answer:
Skyline
Drive before development.
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“LUCK OF THE IRISH” by Valerie Brickey (answer key on page 19)

Tina A. Burkhalter

Amber Scott

Project La Femme Presents
3rd Annual Womxn Get Loud
Project La Femme hosted their 3rd
annual celebration of International
Women’s Day on March 8 at
STAGESTheatre in Fullerton.
This one night multi-genre show
showcased a variety of storytelling
through spoken word, drama, music and
poetry celebrating all women asking
“What are you no longer going to be
quiet about?”
With a first person narrative style, this
show brought together seasoned professionals and amateur performers for an
informal exploration of empathy. The
previous two years have incorporated a
fundraising aspect to the show with
donations going to She Should Run
(non-partisan non-profit organization to
help women candidates run for political
office), Planned Parenthood, and LBGT
Center OC. This year Project La Femme
partnered with Laura’s House, a domestic violence shelter that also provides
counseling and legal support. Tickets to
the event were free with a suggested $10
donation, and 100% of donations went
to Laura’s House.
The biggest difference from the previous iterations is that the show made a
commitment to be “radically inclusive”

with an effort to not limit the show to a
specific gender or sexuality. This
allowed the show to embrace queer folk
who may or may not feel comfortable
identifying with a label. This made
space for those who are allies of the
feminist movement, as well.
This applies to the name change from
Women to Womxn. With so much of the
material in the previous productions
focusing on questioning of gender identity, it no longer felt relevant to label the
show the same way.
The term “womxn” is used, especially
in intersectional feminism, as an alternative spelling to avoid the suggestion
of sexism perceived in the sequences ma-n and m-e-n, and to be inclusive of
trans and nonbinary women. Organizers
were highly conscious that historically
the feminist movement has excluded the
efforts of women of color.
Performers included: Tina A.
Burkhalter, Andrea Marie Freeman,
Jami McCoy, Julie Ackerman, Jenna
McCarty, Nancy Johnson, Robert Tully,
Jason Cook, Isabella Stoloff, Emily
Schupp, and Janette Valenzo.
For more information visit
www.projectlafemme.com.

ACROSS
1. Crystal ___ (drug)
5. "Halt!" to a pirate
10. Railroad depots, abbr.
14. California Supreme Court Justice
Goodwin bio?
15. Atlanta-based airline
16. Throat-clearing sound
17. Irish actor of "Taken"
19. Michelin product
20. The Musketeers, e.g.
21. "Star Wars: The Last Jedi" bird
22. "Game of Thrones" Jon
23. An old sailor
25. Big shot
27. Circular opening in architecture
30. Arab rulers
33. Fly high
36. On the ___ (fleeing)
37. Jeff Bezos company
38. French key

DOWN
1. Actresses Kunis and Jovovich
2. Cream of the crop
3. Pageant crown
4. Cigar container
5. Lime or lemon drink
6. Julia Louis-Dreyfus HBO series
7. In addition
8. Attacks
9. Argentine dance
10. Mandarin orange variety
11. Irish rock group with the hit "The
Boys Are Back In Town"
12. Prefix with dynamic
13. Old World duck
18. Fullerton is part of this, abbr.
24. Soviet Union labor camp
26. Up for it
28. Dr. Frankenstein's workplace
29. Planetary shadow
31. Outback hoppers

39. 62-Across accompaniment
41. Menagerie
42. Potential lifesaver in a vehicle
44. Genetic initials
45. Skin growth
46. Gauchos' weapons
47. Coffee go-with
49. Furious
51. Less of a mess
55. Hindu princess
57. Super berry
60. "Into the Wild" actor Hirsch
61. Units of work
62. Irish American food
64. "He's ___ above the rest!"
65. That is, in Latin
66. "La Bamba" actor Morales
67. Civil rights activist Parks
68. Milk dispensers
69. Huck Finn's conveyance

32. Nasal mucus
33. Union foe
34. Hodgepodge
35. Irish airline
37. "Encore!"
39. Hombre's home
40. Curry of "Today"
43. Starbucks worker
45. "Harry Potter and the ___ of
Secrets"
47. Figure out
48. Origin
50. Implied
52. "She ___ knot with the stem."
53. Online nature?
54. Replace and repair, as a ship
55. Backside
56. Chevron competitor
58. Geometry calculation
59. M.I.T. part
63. Space invaders, for short
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HIGH SCHOOL BOARD HIGHLIGHTS
& Commentary by Vivien Moreno
The Fullerton Joint Union High School District Board
information available by calling 714-870-2800
or visiting www.fjuhsd.net

COVID-19
The Fullerton Joint Union High
School District has announced that its
schools will be closing and moving to a
distance learning model through at least
March 30.
The FJUHSD policy toward the
COVID -19 health precautions is listed
on the front page of the FJUHSD website. The information is in English,
Spanish and Korean. www.fjuhsd.org

Failed School Facilities Bonds

Some additional revenues may be
found from State lottery money owed to
the State’s school districts. This year
FJUHSD is projected to receive $207
per student from the state lottery, which
is close to the same amount received for
the past decade. Last year, Fullerton’s
State Senator Ling Ling Chang requested an audit of the State lottery, which
uncovered $36 million dollars owed to
school districts for the 2017-2018 school
year alone. It is hoped that an expanded
audit will yield additional funds the lottery promised to school districts from its
inception but never fully delivered.

Out of the nine Orange County K-12
School District Facilities Bonds placed
Summer School
on the March 3 ballot, only Lowell Joint
The FJUHSD Summer School proSchool District appears to have achieved
the 55% of the vote to pass. Current dra- gram was presented and proposed to
matic changes happening around us spend $400,000 for 2 three-week sessions. The presentation indioverturned October’s polling
cated little change to the
research which reflected votdistrict’s classes offered and
ers’ support for additional
The District’s
is projected to begin on June
bonds and it is difficult to
policy toward
1. Between on-line health
place any single reason why
COVID -19 is courses offered to incoming
they all failed. The poorly
on the front
ninth grade students and
named Proposition 13 on the
students taking classes to
page of the
primary ballot which was
make up units lost, access
FJUHSD
actually a new $15 billion
additional required classes
dollar
school
facilities
website.
for AP and IB students, and
statewide bond act was
for Troy students to accomresoundingly defeated and
certainly supported a downward ballot plish their internship requirements, over
defeat of the other school facilities 10,600 students attended summer school
last year. Summer school is only offered
bonds.
to students currently attending a
FJUHSD school or registered to attend
New School Board
in the 2020-21 school year. It is not open
Meeting Calendar
to students from other school districts.
The Trustees voted to dispense with an
additional 5 FJUHSD Board meetings at
FJUHSD Employees
the February 18 FJUHSD board meetof the Year
ing. The only trustee voting against was
The district’s Employees of the Year
Trustee Buchi. The FJUHSD board will
were
announced in February. These are
now hold 14 regularly scheduled board
people
who think outside the box to give
meetings a year.
beyond their job descriptions. It is wonderful to be able to acknowledge and
School Funding
celebrate these individuals who dedicate
The March 10 Board meeting covered effort and time to many students as well
the second Interim report, which updates as their fellow support staff and teachthe amount of money that the school dis- ers. In addition to the individual schools,
trict will be receiving from the State and the District celebrates three top employfederal governments along with any sup- ees to be congratulated by the Board of
plemental forms of funding. This report Trustees.
also reassesses the expenses of the
District Teacher of the Year (2):
District.
Manuel Macias is the TOSA to Student
The District expects to receive over Intervention Liaison at La Vista High
$174 million dollars in restricted and School and Peter Karavedas is the
unrestricted funds and plans to spend Sunny Hills High School Head Football
almost $178 million dollars which will Coach. The District Classified
include a 2.29% COLA (Cost of Living Employee of the Year is Shannon
Adjustment) from the State. The extra Cogswell who is Troy High School’s
expenses over the projected revenues Senior Records Clerk.
presumes that the District spends every
BPHS: Lisa Scott & Marcos A.
dollar proposed in the budget, which Escobedo
over the past 5 years proves rarely the
FUHS: Erin DeFries & Anali Conde
case. Even if this lack of funding does
LHHS: Helen Ho & Javier Molina
come to fruition, the current $50 million
LSHS: Andria Sandoval & Mike
plus reserve kept by the District with Miller
over $25 million unrestricted funds will
LVHS: Manny Macias & Cherri
be able to be used to make up the differ- Smith
ence.
SOHS: Steve Hardy & Gus Martinez
The District added additional revenue
SHHS: Peter Karavedas & Yolanda
to the original budget prediction by a Rosales
recalculation of student attendees. The
TRHS: Ana Link & Shannon
District currently has a student ADA of Cogswell
13,696 students which was over 60 stuBrian Poertner, Jesus Orozco, and
dents more than last year’s prediction. Kate Kwon were honored as classified
The district is also saving additional support employees from the District
funds by not replacing retired and office and facilities.
resigned certificated or classified staff
The next regular scheduled FJUHSD
this year.
Board meeting is April 7th at 6pm.

NEWS
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SCHOOL DISTRICT NOTES
by Jan Youngman
Fullerton School District Board meets at 6pm on
2nd & 4th Tuesdays of each month at district headquarters,
1401 W. Valencia Dr., Fullerton.
For agenda go to: www.fsd.k12.ca.us or call 714-447-7400

COVID-19 Update:
See front page.
FSD Feb. and March 2020
Recognitions: California Middle
Schools Region 11 Teacher of the Year:
Jill Riley, Dance Instructor.
Orange County Counselor of the
Year: Jacqueline Gallardo-Hoffmaster,
Professional School Counselor.
Rolling Hills School Report: This
year the school’s theme has been
Kindness: Loving Within.
Catch Me at my Best Recipients:
Trish Behlings, Tech Support Specialist
111; Christina Arambula, Instructional
Assistant–TK-K; Bianca Arellano,
Instructional Assistant-TK-K; Wesley
Halton, Day Custodian.
Superintendent’s Report: Fisler,
Acacia, and Laguna Road schools were
all recently recognized at a ceremony for
National Distinguished Schools at the
Disneyland Hotel.
Rolling Hills School Report: The
current school theme has been:
Kindness: Loving Within. Recently, the
school has been recognized as a
“Kindness Certified School.”
Service projects sponsored by the parents and students have been: collecting
over 2,000 socks for homeless people
staying at the Fullerton Armory, a
canned food drive for the needy, and
tutoring students. The school has added
and/or expanded student activities such
as speech & debate, choral groups, film
making, and Reader’s Theatre. The PTA
has provided opportunities for family to

become more engaged in the community
with “community partners” and monthly
family events. The school is also holding
PTA meetings in the morning and
evening so more parents are informed
and involved.
The recent Fullerton Fest was well
attended by approximately 2,000 people.
Students were able to showcase unique
programs and shared personal and group
projects that they had participated in
during this school year. It was also a celebration of the arts through art exhibits,
choral and band performances. All the
school sites participated.
ESL (English as a Second
Language) Conference: Parents had
the opportunity to share and acquire new
ideas from other district programs.
Laguna Road School Update:
Recently Laguna Road School had a fire
in its Media Center, which was severely
damaged. Portables will be brought in
while repairs are being made. It is
expected that renovation can be done
within 3 to 4 weeks.
The District is looking at adding
Korean classes in its elective program.
The District already has a new science
program whereby students can take
home multi-language information to discuss science with their families. The
District is also looking at how each
school will integrate EL (English
Learners) instruction based on standards.
The Dual Immersion Task Force is
now named the Multilingual Task Force.
Parents have expressed interest in bringing language diversity to the classroom.
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SCHOOL ZONE

by Francine

by Mateo, 6th Grade

Pandemic
COVID-19 continues to wreak
havoc around the world as it sickens
many people and causes panic. In my
English Language Arts class, we
were assigned to write a poem that
had to do with world destruction and
I did not have to think hard. I realized that as we battle the coronavirus,
it is important to keep calm, otherwise we may not have to fight the
coronavirus pandemic alone but also
the fear pandemic...

FSD is Going Solar

Fear
The world is overcome with fear
When COVID-19 spreads its harm
Panic buying is in high gear
To many people far and near
Fear and panic cause more harm
If people do not stay calm.

The Fullerton School District has made a big decision. Solar panels will be
installed in all 20 FSD schools and district offices. In my school, the construction
started around two weeks ago and is expected to be completed by this summer.
The installation of the solar panels will be better for the environment than fossil
fuel electricity.
Solar panels are devices that absorb energy from the sun. They then turn that
energy into electricity. This form of energy is not as harmful as fossil fuel energy,
as fossil fuels cause pollution. By installing solar panels throughout the district,
the Fullerton School District will not only save millions of dollars in the next
decade, be able to replace the 50-year-old lunch shelters in eight schools as part
of the package, but will also be one step closer to saving the environment.
Fore more information visit www.fsdinnovation.org/is-fsd-using-solar-energy/

WHAT’S TRENDING

NATIONAL REMEMBRANCE

by Irene, 8th grade

by Alexandria, 9th grade

Spring Fashion
Spring is near, and fashion gurus are
ready for a change. Some fashion ideas
have already started gaining attention
with gradual momentum in popularity.
Let’s take a look at the top five hottest:
1. SAFFRON. What a better way to
start spring than with an attractive yellow that screams springtime in every
direction you turn. A strong color, which
at first sight, seems intimidating, has the
potential to pull together an urban and
graceful outfit.
2. CHIVE. Dominating the runway,
is this luxurious shade of emerald green,
that not only adds a hint of boldness but
serenity to an outfit. A soothing shade
made perfectly for the springtime,
which complements almost any outfit,
of any color.
3. POLKA DOTS. A daring design
inspired from the 90s, polka dots seem
to unexpectedly pair well with springtime. It is an eye-attracting pattern, that
can be pulled off with a little bit of care
and a bit of confidence.
4. NEON. Fluorescent colors have

made a grand entrance into the fashion
world, attracting millions of eyes and
clearly gaining love. But it seems that
this year's spring is destined to be paired
with these bright, dramatic highlighter
shades.
5. 60s PATTERNS. Yes, vintage
clothes have dominated the 2019 fashion world, but 60s patterns are also
making a comeback in the industry.
With unique and striking patterns, these
retro prints create abstract works of art.
2020 Spring Fashion is all about being
bold and taking on the unusual. Color is
a must, and funky patterns add extra
twists of fun. Play around, and most
importantly, enjoy this spring and get
ready for these 2020 spring fashion
trends!
For more information check out:
•www.harpersbazaar.com/fashion/tre
nds/g28969877/spring-2020-fashiontrends/
•www.whowhatwear.com/spring-summer-color-trends-2020/slide28

Jokes
Q: What has ears but cannot hear?
A: A cornfield.
Q: What did one plate say to the other plate?
A: Dinner is on me!
Q: What kind of tree can fit in your hands?
A: A palm tree!

March 21 is World
Down Syndrome Day
More than 400,000 individuals in the
US have Down syndrome. It affects
nearly 6,000 babies at birth every year.
The syndrome is caused by an extra
chromosome, which is a genetic disorder and results in developmental
delays and physical disabilities. Many
people with Down syndrome are able
to live normal lives, go to school and
get a job.
In order to create awareness and promote the rights of people with Down
syndrome, the World Down Syndrome
Day was created in 2005, but it was
first celebrated in 2012, a year after
the UN recognized the date as a national holiday. You can celebrate this day
by attending an event or donating to a

charity. You can find out more about
events and charities by visiting the
official website for the holiday. You
can also do something as simple as
wearing clothes or decorating in blue
and yellow, the designated colors for
the cause.
Visit
www.worlddownsyndromeday2.org for more information.
Source:
•www.nationaltoday.com/worlddown-syndrome-https://dreamscapefoundation.org/6-things-you-didntknow-down-syndrome/

TRIVIA By Genevieve, 8th Grade
Spring Forward
The vernal equinox, also known as the spring equinox, is on March 19 this year.
This date is the earliest it’s fallen in over a century! “Equinox” means “equal
night,” because day and night are equal on an equinox. The vernal equinox marks
the start of the Persian new year!
Sources:
•www.almanac.com/content/first-day-spring-vernal-equinox
•www.science.howstuffworks.com/environmental/earth/geophysics/5-thingsdidnt-know-about-spring-equinox.htm

SWIM LESSONS
THE AUSTRALIAN
SWIM SCHOOL OFFERS:
•Year round indoor pools
• OPEN 7 DAYS
• 3 months to adult
• Baby-Preschool specialist
SAVING LIVES SINCE 1977
(855) SWIM2DAY

AUSTRALIAN SWIM SCHOOL
(inside Meridian Health Club)
1535 Deerpark Dr. Fullerton CA 92831

austrailianswimschool.com
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The California
Native American Genocide
local Native American tribe (the Kizh),
I’ve actually befriended living members
“The land we occupy today is the very of this tribe. They are a kind and genersame ground on which these terrible ous people with a sad history, and they
crimes took place. We Californians are are still seeking official federal recognithe beneficiaries of genocide. I suspect tion today, in 2020.
few Californians today contextualize
An honest assessment of the way
their homes as sitting upon stolen land California and the United States have
or land gained by bloody force or artful treated the Kizh and other California
deceits, nor do they likely consider the tribes (of which there are around 100) is
social and political questions of present- essential in making fair public policy
day Native American affairs in this decisions about justice for living tribal
light.”
members.
And so, in a spirit of honesty, empa—Brendan Lindsay, Murder State: thy, and justice, I present a summary of
California’s Native American Genocide, what I’ve learned about California’s
1846-1873
Native American genocide.
When scholars like Madley and
In fourth grade, attending a public Lindsay use the term “genocide” they
school in Fullerton, I learned about the are not being sensationalistic, but rather
history of California.
are referring to something
One aspect that was not
that is clearly defined by
covered in this curricuinternational law, specificallum was the fact that in
ly the 1948 UN Convention
the first three decades of
on Genocide. Using this
How could
American
statehood,
legal framework, it is clear
otherwise good
California’s
Native
that what Euro-Americans
American population
did to Native Americans in
people commit
experienced a genocide
California meets the legal
such heinous
at the hands of white
criteria for genocide.
atrocities, and
American citizens.
A notable difference
This was not just an indeed honor and between what happened
accidental by-product of
here and what happened in
celebrate those
disease or “natural”
other genocides like the
atrocities?
forces—many thousands
Holocaust is that, instead of
of Indians in California
being directed by a central
were violently massaauthority, genocide in
cred by legal state-sponCalifornia was largely consored militias. These roving death ducted by ordinary citizens through the
squads operated under color of law and democratic process (more on this later).
with the support of politicians, the press,
and local citizens. Other Native
The Ideology Behind
Americans perished due to starvation,
Genocide
slavery, and planned neglect.
This tragedy, often overshadowed by
Early in his book, Lindsay poses the
nostalgic recollections of the Gold Rush, question: “How did unthinkable acts,
has only recently been making its way such as the purposeful murder of infants,
into public consciousness. I would become thinkable, thinkable in fact to
wager that most Californians today have people who valued freedom, had deep
no idea.
faith, loved their own children, and
The first comprehensive treatments of sought to make better lives for themthis subject were published very recent- selves and their families? How could
ly, in 2012 and 2014. These are An otherwise good people commit such
American Genocide: The United States heinous atrocities, and indeed honor and
and the California Indian Catastrophe, celebrate those atrocities?”
1846-1873 by Benjamin Madley, and
A similar question was posed by
Murder State: California’s Native Jewish philosopher Hannah Arendt in
American Genocide, 1846-1873 by her book Eichmann in Jerusalem: Notes
Brendan Lindsay. Both authors are pro- on the Banality of Evil, in which she
fessors of history in California.
explores the 1960 trial of Nazi war crimOver the past few months, I’ve read inal Adolf Eichmann. During the trial,
these books and have been working on Eichmann appears to be a painfully ordithis report. More than any other aspect nary bureaucrat, not a bloodthirsty monof local history I’ve written about, this ster. Arendt’s explanation is that most
has been the most difficult. This is not people who commit atrocities, past and
because these books are not well-writ- present, do so because they uncritically
ten. It is because this topic is, to quote accept a popular ideology, and act in
Madley, “unrelentingly grim.” This proj- accordance with this.
ect has taken me longer than normal
In the case of the California Native
because it is emotionally very heavy. It American genocide, two main ideolois profoundly disturbing and unpleasant. gies lay behind the catastrophe:
So why, then, is it important to under- Manifest Destiny and racism against
stand this history? The answers to this Indians.
are many, but for Lindsay, they are actu“Manifest Destiny,” a term coined by
ally very practical and relevant.
Stephen O’Sullivan in 1845, was the
“The motive for this book rests upon a popular notion that it was America’s
very practical foundation,” Lindsay God-ordained destiny to expand all the
writes. “Native Americans in California way to the Pacific Ocean. This despite
today are making inroads in matters of the fact that, at that time, the west was
health, cultural renewal, sovereignty, part of Mexico and peopled by hundreds
and the reclaiming of lost lands and of indigenous nations.
other rights. California voters, teachers,
This ideology, combined with a pervacourts, and lawmakers thus continue to sive racism against Native Americans
make choices that affect Native (as inferior savages), allowed for what
American people in the state.”
Troy Duster has called “conditions for
Over the past few years, in the course guilt-free massacre…the denial of
of researching and writing about the humanity to the victim.”
by Jesse La Tour

“Protecting the Settlers” from Harper’s Magazine (1861)
Lindsay cites numerous examples of
19th century historians, politicians, and
journalists expressing these twin ideologies of Manifest Destiny and racism to
support territorial expansion of the US
(and the resulting genocide).
Caleb Cushing, an influential politician and supporter of expansionism said
in 1859, “We belong to that excellent
white race, the consummate impersonation of intellect in man, and loveliness
in woman, whose power and privilege it
is, wherever they may go, and wherever
they may be, to Christianize and civilize,
to command be obeyed, to conquer and
to reign. I admit to an equality with me,
sir, the white man, my blood and race,
whether he be the Saxon of England or
the Celt of Ireland. But I do not admit as
my equals the red men of America, the
yellow men of Asia, or the black men of
Africa.”
Cushing was not an outlier, but
expressed commonly-held beliefs of the
era. Newspapers and popular publicans
in the 19th century routinely portrayed
Native Americans as inferior savages.
To quote but a few examples:
From Parley’s Magazine of New
York: “Equally inanimate and filthy in
habit, they do not possess ingenuity and
perseverance…sullen and lazy, they
only rouse when pressed by want.”
From the Chico Weekly Courant:
“They are of no benefit to themselves or
mankind…If necessary, let there be a
crusade, and every man that can carry

and shoot a gun turn out and hunt the
Red Devils to their holes and there bury
them, leaving not a root or branch of
them remaining.”

Wagons West
From 1846-1848, guided by the ideology of Manifest Destiny, the United
States waged an expansionist war
against the fledgling Republic of
Mexico. The US won and under the
terms of the Treaty of Guadalupe
Hidalgo, acquired half of Mexico’s territory—all the way to California.
In 1848, gold was discovered in
California, sparking what became
known as the Gold Rush. Tens of thousands of Americans flocked westward
seeking their fortunes.
The influx of tens of thousands of
Americans into California proved disastrous for native Californians. In 1848,
the indigenous population of California
was estimated at around 150,000.
Within 60 years, this population would
collapse by nearly 90%.

The Real Gold Rush
was Land
While the original impetus for massive westward expansion was gold, the
commodity of more lasting value turned
out to be land.
The US government offered “public”
lands to Americans at the tiny sum of
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$1.25 per acre through many programs
such as the School Land Warrant
Program.
The War Department also decreed that
up to 160 acres per person could be had
by all veterans of the Mexican American
War.
Upon claiming all this cheap or free
land for grazing, timber, minerals, water,
and farmland, some American
Californians faced a problem.
As it turned out, much of the land was
already occupied by Native Americans
who had been there for millennia.
What to do?

Democratic Death Squads
While both Lindsay and Madley’s
books cover much of the same material,
Madley’s is more comprehensive in its
documentation of direct massacres of
Indians, primarily by white settlers in
the form of militias.
In the appendices to An American
Genocide, Madley documents dozens of
specific massacres, taken largely from
primary sources.
Madley was able to document these
because those committing these mass
murders were not ashamed. The unfolding genocide was not a secret, but something openly celebrated and called for by
newspapers, politicians, and local leaders up and down the state.
The pattern became a familiar one, as
Lindsay describes: “This cycle of starvation of native peoples, their stock theft
for food, and the bloody, retaliatory
vengeance by settlers and ranchers,
exacted often with self-righteous fury,
was the key sequence of events leading
to the Euro-American claim that extermination of Indigenous populations was
a practical necessity.”
That was the term often used at the
time: extermination.
The Marysville Evening Herald proclaimed in 1853: “Extermination is no
longer even a question of time—the
time has already arrived, the work has
been commenced, and let the first white
man who says treaty or peace be regarded as a traitor and coward.”
Anthropologist Robert Heizer estimated that “for every white man killed, a
hundred Indians paid the penalty with
their lives.”
Many of these retaliatory massacres of
Indian villages were conducted by democratically-organized militia of local
volunteers with names like the Eel River
Rangers.
In these punitive expeditions, the
brave volunteers didn’t just kill men;

unarmed villages. Again, the most common motive for these massacres was
theft of cows or horses by starving
Indians. Okay, on with the list.
Siskiyou Expedition (1855) in
Modoc Territory: 25-45 Indians killed
for $14,036.
Tulare Expedition (1856) in Tulare
County region: Over 59 Indians killed
for $12,732.
Modoc Expedition (1856) in Modoc
they killed women and children.
country: 185 Indians killed for
U.S. Army Lt. Edward Dillon “report- $188,324.
ed to his supervisors in 1859 that he had
Mounted Volunteers of Siskiyou
received intelligence that during a two- County: 59-72 Indians killed for
week expedition led by [a man named] $5,149.
Hall and other citizens, some 240
Second Klamath and Humboldt
Indians were killed.”
Expedition (1859): 100-125 Indians
Hall later recalled, “We took one boy killed for $52,185.
into the valley and the infants were put
Pit River Expedition (1859) in
out of their misery and a girl 10 years of Achumawi, Atseguwi, Maidu, and Yana
age was killed for stubbornness.”
territory: 200 Indians killed for $72,156.
These “volunteers” were usually reimMendocino Expedition (1859-1860)
bursed for their expenses by the state in Yuki territory: 283-400 Indians killed
and federal governments.
for $9,347.
Here’s a list of some of
Humboldt
Home
the murderous “expediGuards
Expedition
tions” documented in
(1861) in Humboldt
In 1848, the
Madley’s book, along
County: 77-79 Indians
with how much the “volkilled for an unknown
indigenous
unteers” were reimbursed
amount of money.
population of
by the state of California:
This is by no means an
California was
Gila
Expedition
exhaustive list.
estimated at
(1850) in Quechan coun“Perpetrators,
try near the Colorado
bystanders, survivors, and
around 150,000.
River: 12 Indians reportsecondary sources indiWithin 60 years,
ed killed at a cost of
cate that non-Indians
this population
$113,482.
killed at least 9,492 to
would collapse by 16,094
First
El
Dorado
California
Expedition (1850) in
Indians, and probably
nearly 90%.
Nisenan territory: More
more, between 1846 and
than 19 Indians reported
1873,” Madley conkilled at a cost of
cludes.
$101,861.
In Humboldt County,
Mariposa Battalion (1851) in the the citizens of Uniontown and Eureka
southern mines: Between 73-93 Indians voted for a tax to be levied on residents
killed for $259,372.
“to prosecute the Indian war to extermiSecond El Dorado Expedition nation.”
(1851) in Nissan territory: 21 Indians
Indian hunting could be a profitable
killed for $199,784.
endeavor.
Siskiyou
Volunteer
Rangers
“Scalp and head bounties were instiExpedition (1852) in Modoc territory: tuted in some towns and counties. In one
Between 73-200 Indians killed for example, a county paid 50 cents for
$14,987.
every Indian scalp and $5 for every
Shasta Expedition (1854) in the Indian head brought in…One man
McCloud River Valley: 58-63 Indians brought in as many as 12 Indian heads in
killed for $4,068.
one trip alone,” Lindsay writes.
Coast Rangers and Klamath “Perhaps the most shocking bounty
Mounted Rangers Operation (1854- opportunity was one suggested by the
1855) in Del Norte County region: editors of the Lassen Sage Brush in
“Hundreds” of Indians killed for $0.
1868, a $500 bounty for “every Indian
Klamath and Humboldt Expedition killed.” This would be such an incentive
(1855) in Northwestern California: 45- as to make killing Native Americans
80 Indians killed for $99,096.
tantamount to California’s new Gold
Let me pause here for a moment for Rush.”
those tempted to think that these expediThis “war of extermination” was not
tions constituted “war” and were thus just the result of some callous locals, but
justified. In the vast majority of cases, found sanction at the highest levels of
the number of non-Indians killed was government.
zero. This had to do with superior fireIn an address to the state legislature in
power of the militias and a strategy of 1852, California governor Peter H.
opening fire from a distance upon Burnett, said, “That a war of extermina-

tion will continue to be waged between
the two races until the Indian becomes
extinct, must be expected; while we cannot anticipate this result with but painful
regret, the inevitable destiny of the race
is beyond the power and wisdom of man
to avert.”
Meanwhile, his administration reimbursed the Indian-killing militias hundreds of thousands of dollars.
“By January 1854, the state of
California had already spent $924,259
on Native American genocide,” Lindsay
writes. “Some of the money had been
reimbursed by the federal government,
but much remained unpaid. The state
resorted to issuing war bonds to pay for
the costs of campaigns against Native
Americans.”
Under California law at this time,
Indians had little recourse or protections
for crimes committed against them.
California’s criminal code prevented
Native peoples from serving as witnesses against whites, stating “No black or
mulatto person, or Indian shall be permitted to give evidence in favor of, or
against, any white person.”

Indian Slavery in California
“Cannot some plan be devised to
remove them [Indians] from our midst?
Could they not be removed to a plantation in the vicinity of our city, and put
under the control of an overseer, and not
be permitted to enter the city, except by
special permit of the Superintendent?
Our citizens who are in want of their
labor could apply direct to the
Superintendent for such help as they
might want, and when their work was
finished, permit them to return to their
home.”
—Los Angeles Star (1856)
Although California was never officially a slave state, white settlers created
a system of de facto slavery for Native
Americans.
“Destroying
Native
lifeways,
economies,
and
people,
EuroAmericans created an economy based
on stolen land worked by what was, in
many of its essentials, slave labor,”
Lindsay writes.
In the early 1850s, the California legislature passed the ill-named “Act for
the Government and Protection of
Indians.” According to Lindsay, this act
made California’s indigenous population “practically legal non-entities and
the objects of legalized kidnapping,
enslavement, and murder, ensuring that
access to Native labor would not only
continue, but increase.”
In Los Angeles in the 1850s, there was
actually a de facto slave mart for Native
Americans.
Continued on page 19
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Hiking the Powder
Canyon Trailhead
A little over five miles from down- Company began testing a product
town Fullerton, straight up Harbor invented by J.G. Hulme of Los Angeles
Boulevard and a mile-and-a-half down in connection with Professor G.E.
Fullerton Road in La Habra Heights is Bailey, a chemist. They claimed that
the Powder Canyon Trailhead, a loop their product would use less powder,
which offers a spectacular view of the produce less smoke and create explosurrounding hills and canyons. The sions more evenly from the blasting
three-mile trail takes visitors through a point.
beautiful woodland area, up a hill covAs is often the case with new compaered in wildflowers and into a canyon nies trying to get an original product on
cutting through the Puente
the market, the Satanite
Hills before circling back
firm seems to have
around. Now that spring
exhausted its resources
Powder Canyon
has arrived, this is the perwithout being able to
fect time to visit since the
acquired its name secure a foothold in the
grassland here is very picexplosives industry, which
from a new
turesque.
explosive powder was going through a major
Lying partially in the
revolution due to advances
invented to
Puente Hills Habitat
made in Germany during
compete with
Preservation
Authority
the period, just as World
dynamite and
lands and partially in LA
War I was dawning. Still,
County’s
Peter
F.
the name stuck, and that’s
other explosives,
Schabarum Regional Park,
why the area is called
called Satanite.
the loop through Powder
Powder Canyon. In fact,
Canyon is more popular
according to several old
with equestrians than hiknewspaper descriptions,
ers and bikers since there are centers and the plant may have originally been locatcorrals at either end of the canyon. ed around the area where the equestrian
Rumor has it that the Powder Canyon facilities are now and extended to the
route may have been part of an old net- Fullerton Road trailhead.
work of native Indian trails through the
I found out about this trail from my
hills that connected the San Gabriel dad who happened to spot it online when
Valley with the coastal plains of modern searching for trails in the north Orange
Orange County. Supposedly, the Portola County area, so I decided to check it out.
Expedition of 1769, the first European Driving down Harbor Boulevard into
excursion through California, used the the hills, I turned left on Fullerton Road
canyon to get from a campsite near mod- and stayed on it for quite some time until
ern-day Fullerton to the valley that was the neighborhoods around me turned
then christened San Miguel. But this into a wilderness area. There were two
may not be entirely true, since this does- dirt roads leading off of the main roadn’t appear to conform with the detailed way. Continuing down Fullerton Rd., I
descriptions of crossing over the hills noticed that some people had parked
according to the field journal of Father along pull-out areas, but I kept going,
Juan Crespi. However, there were other and ended up turning down the second
people who certainly did use the Powder dirt road which was marked by a large
Canyon route over the hills from green sign that read, “Habitat Authority
Fullerton into the La Puente area, espe- Puente Hills Preserve – Powder Canyon
cially as the old Anaheim-Puente Road Trailhead.” According to the sign, the
(a bit of which still survives in the City preserve was closed from sunset to sunof Industry) came up from Fullerton and rise and during adverse conditions,
wound through the hills.
including extreme fire danger, and for
Over a century ago, Powder Canyon 48 hours after rain.
acquired its name from a new explosive
The dirt road led me through a grove
powder invented to compete with dyna- of trees and eventually ended up in a
mite and other explosives, called large dirt parking lot next to an equestriSatanite. In 1908, the Union Powder an area and a couple of portable bath-

rooms. Walking around a white fence, I
came across a sign telling visitors what
to do in case a mountain lion or a bobcat
is spotted. The difference between the
two is that the mountain lion has a long
tail, while the bobcat has a short tail.
Bobcats don’t pose a threat to humans
because they’re shy and only a little bigger than a housecat, while attacks upon
humans by mountain lions are extremely
rare since they prefer to hunt for deer in
the preserve and are not commonly seen.
The trail began on a gravel fire road
just to the north of the equestrian ring.
The gravel didn’t last past the ring and
the trail became a fairly even dirt pathway. I heard a dog barking in the distance, which reminded me of my
encounter with a pit-bull from last
spring. In fact, it’s important to keep
your dog on a leash and under control at
all times on trails that allow for dogs.
Dogs running off leashes may result in
adverse impacts on wildlife and degrade
the outdoor experience of other trail
users.
After an amount of time spent in the
mid-morning sun, I found myself stepping through a small shaded collection
of California Live Oaks, which added a
lovely canopy overhead. If visitors happen to be hiking on a bright sunny day,
this is the area where they will really be
able to cool down. In this area, I spotted
yellow wildflowers and purple Lupine
sprouting up on the sides of the path. At
about 0.35 miles, I found myself at a
junction. The Gray Squirrel Trail continued above the pathway I had previously
been following. I went a little ways on
that trail, but stopped after I heard some
rustling from a big animal in the bushes.
I turned back around and continued on
the main Powder Canyon Trail, which
turned north.
By this point in the trail, the shaded
woodland was limited to one side of the
path instead of providing a pleasant
archway of shade. Gradually, the forest
began to fall behind me and by the time
I reached a junction with a sign marking
the Black Walnut Trail, I found myself
under the sun again. I continued straight
on the Powder Canyon Trail and
encountered some hikers and a bicyclist.
I stopped to admire the sounds around
me, listening to the chirping of the birds
mixed with the buzzing of electricity
coming from the power lines overhead.
Eventually these sounds were drowned
out by the loud noise of an airplane passing by. In fact, the trail happened to fall
under a flight path, so planes were coming and going quite often.
As I climbed to the top of a very short
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hill, I could see a larger hillside in the
distance covered by yellow wildflowers.
It was there that I reached a three way
junction with no signage marking the
way. I turned left and followed the
Purple Sage Trail, a fire road which led
up to the hill with the flowers. From
there, I saw a grand view looking out at
the surrounding hills. As I hiked higher
and higher, I could look down on the
trail that I had been walking on. Up until
that point, I didn’t realize how far I had
really walked. Most of the wildflowers
were behind a yellow rope with a red
sign that read, “Native Habitat
Restoration Area – Keep Out.”
However, at a curve in the path, I was
able to get a better view of all the flowers blossoming in the green grass. I
spotted what looked like a California
poppy next to another Lupine. By that
time, it was getting closer to noon and
the sun was directly overhead, making
everything warmer. I took a long drink
from the water bottle I had brought
along with me. Please make sure to stay
hydrated along this trail.
I turned back the way I had come, but
the Powder Canyon Trail continued
straight from that unmarked three-way
junction. According to the Modern
Hiker website, “once you start descending into Powder Canyon, the fire road
narrows a bit and you’ll start to see
some views of the San Gabriels through
the end of the canyon. You cross into the
boundary of Schabarum Regional Park
just past the 0.9 mile marker and begin a
slow descent inside the canyon. The
Schabarum Trail Extension joins the
Powder Canyon Trail at 1.2 miles.”
On my way back, I saw two horse riders on their way to the equestrian ring. I
also noticed an interesting hole in a tree
that made for a good photograph. At the
junction by the Black Walnut Trail there
was a white sign reading, “Native habitat restoration in progress. You are within a preserved wilderness area.” From
this sign, I learned that there was a total
of 60 acres of native habitat being
restored (53 of which is being created to
benefit the coastal California gnatcatcher, a Federally Threatened songbird).
Restoring this preserved area improves
the health of the ecosystem, which also
increases our benefit and enjoyment of
the area. The County’s restoration activities include grazing, weed control,
installation and removal of a temporary
irrigation system, planting of native
container plants, the application of
native seed, and ongoing maintenance.
The expected timeframe to establish this
self-sustaining habitat will last until fall
2024.
Also, as I got closer to the grove of
California Live Oaks, I noticed a small
box that had been locked up. There was
a “Do Not Disturb” sign placed on it
because a camera had been placed by a
local government agency called the
Habitat Authority. They had put that
camera in that position to record and
document the movement and activity of
wildlife, such as coyotes, and bobcats.
Overall, the Powder Canyon Trailhead
seemed to be less traveled by hikers
than others in the hills, which explained
why at certain times along the path, I
ended up having the place entirely to
myself.
The trailhead is currently open from
9am to 5pm and from June 1 to
September 30, it’s open until 6pm. To
see what the trails through the mountains currently look like, visit
www.fullertonobserver.com and click
the tab labeled “Local.” Underneath that
tab, click on “Emerson Little YouTube
Channel,” which will take you directly
to my page.
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HITS
&
MISSES
by Joyce Mason © 2020

EMMA: TWO HITS
“Emma
Woodhouse, handsome,
clever, and rich, with a comfortable
home and happy disposition … [had] at
twenty-one very little to distress or vex
her.” Jane Austen’s iconic novel,
“Emma,” opens with this succinct
description of a heroine seen in contemporary films almost as frequently as
“Pride and Prejudice’s” Elizabeth
Bennett. Gwenyth Paltrow and Kate
Beckinsale have played Emma, as has
Alicia Silverstone in “Clueless,” the
update of “Emma” set in Beverly Hills.
Undaunted by these successful adaptations, photographer and director of
music videos Autumn de Wilde works
with scriptwriter Eleanor Catton and
moves seamlessly into Regency England
with its formal discourse and Empirewaist gowns. Aiding this transition is
our Emma (Anya Taylor-Joy), who captures the over-confident heroine whose
hobby is arranging the lives of others,
especially when it involves match-making. Flush from the success of a match
that has resulted in a marriage, Emma
assures her doting father (Bill Nighy), “I
promise you to make none for myself,
papa; but I must indeed for other people.

It is the greatest amusement in the
world.”
Balancing Mr. Woodhouse’s benign
parenting is long-time family friend and
neighbor Mr. Knightley (Johnny Flynn),
who cautions Emma about intruding into
the affairs of others, especially since she
has experienced nothing in her own life
beyond the benevolent care of her father
and a gentle governess. But Emma will
not be deterred from her next project.
She has taken on as her friend and protégé a naïve girl of “unknown parentage,” Harriet Smith (Mia Goth), who has
a crush on a local farmer, but Emma sees
him as unworthy and has another match
in mind for Harriet—the smarmy new
vicar in Highbury, Mr. Elton (Josh
O’Connor).
None of her meddling goes as
planned, but Emma remains intrepid in
her attempts at arranging other people’s
lives, and her judgments about the character of some Highbury residents are
dead wrong. We need Mr. Knightly to
steer Emma away from the superficial
but much admired Frank Churchill, so
wealthy and so vain that he rides sixteen
miles to London just to have his hair cut.

Lodur Shinn

Aanya Dialani

MORRISON SCHOLASTIC CHESS TOURNAMENT
tions, and 2nd grader Aaron Yen placing
2nd in his. Elijah Pak (2nd grade,
The Fullerton Host Lions and Fisler), Aaruv Binyani (3rd, Sunset
Fullerton School District co-sponsored Lane) and Louis Sigel (4th, Rolling
46th Annual Morrison Chess Scholastic Hills) received third place trophies, with
took place at Ladera Vista Jr. High on only 4th place Marcus Lopez (5th,
February 22. Due to the threat of rain Orangethorpe) coming up short.
“only” 102 students braved
The tournament was
the elements, instead of the
organized, publicized and
usual 140 or so. Students
financed
by
Dewain
were grouped into gradeBarber, as he has done for
Six of the 7
level sections of 6-8 stuthe 46 years, along with a
Fullerton
dents. The grades most
similar fall-time tournastudents who
heavily represented were
ment in South County, the
participated
3rd and 4th, with 23% and
Staser Scholastic. In recog31% of all players, respecnition for these efforts,
walked aways
tively.
along with other events he
with trophies.
Due to too many early
organized at the national
signups by other OC and
scholastic chess level, Mr.
LA county schools, local
Barber was given special
publicity was thwarted, and
recognition last year as the
only 7 students from Fullerton partici- first ever Dean of Scholastic Chess, one
pated instead of the usual 12-15. of only six current “Deans of Chess” in
However 6 of the 7 walked away with the US Chess Federation. He also
trophies, with kindergartener Aanya recently authored a book on “Humor in
Dialiani (Montessori) and first grader Chess,” a signed copy of which he preLouis Kim (Fisler) winning their sec- sented to me in recognition of my past
by Pete Baron
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It is also Mr. Knightly who chastises
Emma for an unkind comment she aims
at a neighbor, Miss Bates, who is poor
in resources but rich in kindness.
Ultimately, “Emma” is more comic
than instructive. Nighy, as Emma’s
father, provides much of the comedy.
When asked at a parlor game which are
the two most perfect letters in the alphabet, he quickly responds, “M and A,”
this in a scene where Emma commits a
major social gaffe. Mr. Woodhouse
doesn’t like to sit down at the dinner
table before his guests are in their chairs
when he has invited them all to be seated, so this results in his bobbing up and
down on more than one occasion. But
the running gag is that Mr. Woodhouse
is always chilly and sends a servant to
fetch a screen to block a perceived draft.
This small eccentricity pays off well in
the final scene providing a modicum of
privacy to a pair of newly proclaimed

lovers.
Director de Wilde’s background in
filming music videos enriches “Emma”
in subtle ways. Her scenes are visually
stunning with color palettes that enhance
the quiet dignity of the era and the pastoral beauty of the countryside. In addition, the music she uses throughout the
film contributes to the authenticity of
that era. Informal moments in rural
Highbury are enhanced by de Wilde’s
careful choice of authentic English folk
music. Mozart and Hayden minuets, as
danced by the British gentry, create the
moments during which the choreographed touch of fingers or a forearm
can decorously create sparks of romantic
interest and sexual desire.
Austen wrote “Emma” in 1815, yet
her satirical wit and understanding of
human nature along with her perfection
of the novel as a literary form continues
to charm audiences two centuries later.

TWO HITS: Don’t Miss it!
A HIT & A MISS: You Might Like it.
TWO MISSES: Don’t Bother.

Events Calendar Postponed
Until Further Notice
The City of Fullerton has canceled and/or postponed several large and small public gatherings effective immediately following the release of guidelines from the
California Department of Public Health aimed at slowing the transmission of
COVID-19 (coronavirus). The state recommendations include postponing or canceling large gatherings of 250 people or more, postponing or canceling smaller
gatherings in venues that do not allow social distancing, and limiting gatherings of
high-risk individuals to no more than 10 people, through the month of April unless
otherwise directed by State Department guidelines.

Aaron Yen

Louie Kim

support of Fullerton chess activities.
Here’s a fun story from the tournament: I had a few kindergarteners play in
one of my sections, and we all know
they tend to take all day. One of the girls
hadn’t won a game all day but seemed
happy just being there. But by 3’clock
she was exhausted. In the final round she
was paired with a kindergartener from
another school who hadn’t won a game
either. I watched the two just chat away
as neither seemed to be too interested in

chess any more. Finally both little girls
counted to three and played rock, paper
and scissors. One little girl chose rock
and the other one scissors. We heard a
yell of glee as one little girl stood up and
yelled, “Rock broke your scissors and
now I get your king. I won the game!”
They both reset their board and walked
to the scoring table smiling. The little
girl who lost seemed less than devastated; she said “That was the funnest game
I ever played!”

CAPRI SHOES

THEATER & MUSIC
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CSUF CANCELS ALL SPRING ARTS EVENTS
The Dean of the CSUF College of the
Arts released the following statement on
March 12:
The safety and well-being of our Cal
State Fullerton students, faculty, staff,
and patrons is of the utmost importance
to us. We know many of you have been
following the news closely and are concerned about the impact of the coronavirus (COVID-19) in your community;
we empathize with and share your concerns.
In light of recent State protocols
regarding public gatherings, we wanted
to inform our patrons that the College of
the Arts is canceling all events, productions, concerts, and exhibitions for the
Spring 2020 semester. We thank you in
advance for your patience and understanding.

“She Kills Monsters”
400 E Commonwealth Ave, Fullerton

Tickets: (714) 525-4484 www.stagesoc.org
questions to answer.
This show has given a voice to people
from marginalized communities, with
motifs that were seldom explored. It has
given me a voice because Qui Nguyen,
and a handful of others, are trailblazing
the charge of Asian and Asian American
stories with an unabashed love for all
things nerd,” says Tsai.
She Kills Monsters stars: Jeremy
Cooley, Mady Durbin, Lindsey
Eubanks, Chau Long, Jared Boyd
Miller, Amanda Riisager, Harper Scott,
Joanne Svendsen, Roxanne Westerlin
and Caitlin Zinn. Through March 21.

Also Playing, “The Paper Hangers”
and “Deanna and Paul”
STAGEStheatre presents two one act
original plays, “The Paper Hangers”
written by Emily Brauer Rogers and
directed by Jill Cary Martin, and
“Deanna and Paul” written by Dagney
Kerr and directed Brenda Kenworthy
both of which opened March 7 and run
through March 21.
In “The Paper Hangers” a new mother, Me, is overwhelmed. Brought to the
countryside by her husband for rest and
recuperation, the woman instead finds
herself drawn to the verdant beauty
beyond her window, yet is haunted within her isolated room by visions of who
and what she might become. Based

Sincerely,
Dale A. Merrill, Dean
College of the Arts

CITY CANCELS COMMUNITY EVENTS

STAGESTHEATRE

STAGEStheatre presents “She Kills
Monsters” by Qui Nguyen and directed
by Shinshin Yuder Tsai.
After the death of her teenage sister
Tilly, Agnes discovers an untouched
Dungeons and Dragons campaign in
Tilly’s room. In an effort to connect with
her sister one last time, Agnes enters the
imaginary Dungeons and Dragons world
she once mocked. She uncovers levels
of her sister that she didn’t know existed
in an action-packed adventure filled
with homicidal fairies, nasty ogres, and
‘90s pop culture. Along the way, Agnes
discovers new friends, joys, and hard

Your financial support through ticket
sales plays a critical role in the educational opportunities of our students. It is
our hope you will consider your ticket
purchase a donation to the Department
of Theatre & Dance and/or School of
Music. Alternatively, at your request, we
will issue a cancellation gift certificate
which will be valid for the 2020-2021
season.
On behalf of the College of the Arts at
Cal State Fullerton, we thank you for
your continued support. We will be in
touch as pertinent information becomes
available.

upon Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s “The
Yellow Wallpaper,” “The Paper
Hangers” takes a modern look at one
woman’s struggle to deal with postpartum depression when society, her husband, and her mother expect the new
mother to embrace motherhood and
domesticity. Her attempt to reconcile
this struggle may restore her, or may
cost her everything. In Deanna and
Paul, Deanna’s a quirky waitress with a
strict no tipping policy. Paul’s a surly
customer with a tight lid on his heart.
Their lonely worlds collide one day in a
small-town diner, where one cup of coffee can change everything.

The City of Fullerton will postpone or cancel several upcoming, City-sponsored
community events where 250 people or more were expected to attend. This includes
the opening reception of the Golden Legacy exhibit on March 14th at the Fullerton
Museum, Thursday Farmers Markets in Downtown Fullerton until April 30th, the
State of the City event for April 16th, We Are Fullerton on April 18th, Kids Fishing
Derby Day on April 4th, and Love Fullerton on April 25th.
The Fullerton Public Library will remain open for the circulation of library materials only, no congregating will be allowed. Passport services will remain open.
All programming has been canceled and computer lab access is closed until April
30th.

“Orchestra Collective of Orange County
Symphonic Rhapsodies”
BREA CURTIS THEATRE
1 Civic Center Cir, Brea.
Tickets: (714) 990-7722
OCofOC returns to the Curtis Theatre with a new musical event sure to thrill longtime concert-goers and musical newcomers alike. Revel in the arrival of spring with
orchestral favorites including George Gershwin's Rhapsody in Blue and Edouard
Lalo's Rapsodie norvégienne. Featuring pianist Wan-Chin Chang, and, just maybe,
a special guest appearance by a pair of disco-dancing hedgehogs.
A new kind of orchestra, of Orange County, for Orange County. OCofOC is a collectively-run symphony orchestra. Founded in 2016 by veterans of the Southern
California classical music scene, they believe that collaboration and self-governance
can and will yield amazing results, both artistically and otherwise. March 29, 5 p.m.
Tickets: Adults $25. Seniors $20. Students $15.

“In the Valley
of the Shadow”

GRAND CENTRAL THEATER
(IN GRAND CENTRAL ARTS CENTER)
125 N Broadway, Santa Ana
(714) 567-7233

Angelos

and Vincis

Ristorante Est 1971
550 North Harbor Blvd
Downtown Fullerton
714.879.4022

“A PLACE TO EAT...A PLACE TO SEE.”
R
NE ORANGE
N
I

COUNTY HOTLIST
W BEST ITALIAN 2016 & 2017
Established in 1971, in this family-owned restaurant
you dine in the middle of an Italian town square
complete with storefronts and twinkling lights.

Call 714.879.4022
www.AngelosandVincis.com
“Like” us on facebook.com/angelosandvincis

Anniversaries
Weddings
Any Occasion !
One Call
We Do it All !
FIVE FREE
BANQUET
FACILITIES
Accommodating
up to 800 people

Set in an LGBT nightclub, an event one night changes everything. Love becomes
hate, hate becomes love, and lives are snuffed out in a matter of seconds. Told from
the perspective of the survivors of a homophobic massacre, as well as in flashbacks
featuring those who lost their lives, playwright Katherine Cortez crafts an engrossing and emotional theatrical experience set against the backdrop of a senseless,
tragic event. Through March 21, 8pm. Tickets $10 / $5.

“The Crucible”
MAVERICK THEATER
110 E Walnut Ave Unit B, Fullerton
Tickets: (714) 526-7070 www.mavericktheater.com
The Salem Witch Trials Come to Life on stage. Written in the early 1950s, Arthur
Miller’s play "The Crucible" takes place in Salem, Massachusetts during the 1692
Salem witch trials. This was a time when paranoia, hysteria, and deceit gripped the
Puritan towns of New England. Miller captured the events in a riveting story that is
now considered a modern classic in the theater. He wrote it during the "Red Scare"
of the 1950s and used the Salem witch trials as a metaphor for the "witch hunts" of
communists in America. Produced and directed by Brian Newell. March 20-April
25.
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“Golden Legacy: 75 Years
of Little Golden Books”
FULLERTON MUSEUM CENTER
301 N Pomona Ave.
(714) 738-6545

“April
Bey: Welcome to Atlantica”
FULLERTON COLLEGE ART GALLERY
321 East Chapman Ave, Building 1000
(714) 992-7271
Fullerton College presents April Bey as the 2020 Artist in Residence. Bey, who
grew up in the Caribbean (Nassau, Bahamas) and is now based in Los Angeles, is
best known for her mixed media and process-based work. Bey’s interdisciplinary
artwork is an introspective and social critique of American and Bahamian culture,
contemporary pop culture feminism, generational theory, social media,
AfroFuturism, and constructs of race. The exhibition in the Fullerton College Art
Gallery Welcome to Atlantica will be accompanied by an artist lecture and a weeklong series of demonstrations as part of the distinguished Fullerton College Artist in
Residence program.
Note: Due to coronavirus concerns, this exhibit may not be open to the public for
the next few weeks at least.

“Golden Legacy: 75 Years of Little
Golden Books” chronicles the fascinating story of the creation and worldwide
impact of Little Golden Books, the most
popular children's books of all time.
Sixty-five masterpieces of original illustration art—chosen from the vast
Random House archive—are featured in
the exhibition, including art from such
picture-book classics as The Poky Little
Puppy, Tootle, Home for a Bunny, The
Kitten who thought he was a Mouse, The
Color Kittens, I Can Fly, and more.
Launched during the dark days of
WWII, Golden Books were an instant
sensation. Priced at just 25 cents and
sold where people shopped every day,
they caused an instant sensation and
were soon purchased by the hundreds of
thousands. Hallmarked by their superlative quality yet affordable to nearly all,
they changed the cultural landscape and
mirrored our changing postwar culture:
the powerful influence of television, the
post-Sputnik renaissance in American
science education, and the birth of the
Civil Rights Movement.
Created by such talented writers as
Margaret Wise Brown (author of
Goodnight Moon) and Richard Scarry,
Little Golden Books have helped millions of children develop a lifelong love
of reading. Among the artists who contributed to the ambitious projects, were
the greats of the European émigré community (including Garth Williams,
Feodor Rojankovsky, and Tibor
Gergely) who had gathered in New York
as the conditions in Europe worsened;

alumni of the Walt Disney Studios
(including Gustaf Tenggren, Martin
Provensen, J.P. Miller, and Mary Blair),
who came East for the artistic freedom
and control associated with picture-book
making; and such American originals as
Eloise Wilkin, Elizabeth Orton Jones,
Richard Scarry, and Hilary Knight.
This specially curated exhibit, featuring iconic covers and endearing imagery
generations of children have pored over,
“Golden Legacy” is a compelling tale of
innovators, story tellers, and illustrators.
. . a stirring celebration of the humble
books in which we scrawled our names,
with the cardboard cover and the shiny
gold-foil spine.
“Golden Legacy: 75 Years of Little
Golden Books” will remain on display
until May 3. For questions or additional
information, contact the Fullerton
Museum Center at 714-738-6545.
Note: Due to the coronavirus, the
opening reception of this exhibit was
cancelled and the Fullerton Museum
Center is closed through April 30.

“Chapter One”

BREA GALLERY
1 Civic Center Cir, Brea
(714) 990-7731
Explore the art of storytelling in
this fantastical exhibition. Dive into
original narratives, travel to mystical
realms, and meet strange, mysterious characters as you wander
through the exhibit filled with paint“The Upright Revolution”
ing, illustration, stop-motion film,
THE MUCKENTHALER CULTURAL CENTER
and more. With interactive art proj1201 W Malvern Ave, Fullerton
ects and family-friendly activities,
www.themuck.org
this show will engage visitors of all
The Upright Revolution: Or Why Humans Walk Upright, Kenyan author Ngugi ages. Through March 27.
wa Thiong'o’s parable of the interconnectedness of life during a time of struggle and
conflict has been translated into 63 languages around the world. Now this engaging
African fable is interpreted by visual artists drawing on diverse cultural traditions of
their own. Guest curated by Jimmy Centeno. Through Apr 26.

Rep. Cisneros Announces 39th District
2020 Congressional Art Competition
Representative Gil Cisneros has
announced the 2020 Congressional Art
Competition for California’s 39th
District. The competition is open to all
high school students in the district. The
deadline to submit artwork and other
required materials to the Fullerton
District Office is Friday, March 20 by
5pm. The theme for the 39th
Congressional District is “Dimensions
of Culture.”
“Dimensions of Culture” focuses on
each student capturing the personal lives
of those around them and creating artwork that represents the different stories
our community tells. We hope this
serves as an opportunity for students to

think more about the various cultures
they are a part of or see and how they
complete the 39th Congressional
District. Students must be residents from
the 39th Congressional District.
The winning artwork will be displayed
for one year in the U.S. Capitol. The
exhibit in Washington will include the
winning artwork from all participating
districts from around the country. The
winning artwork is also featured on
House.gov's
Congressional
Art
Competition page.
For more information visit:
https://cisneros.house.gov/services/art
-competition

MEDICATION-INDUCED DRY MOUTH
Not only can the condition known as “dry mouth” (xerostomia) arise because
of certain health conditions (diabetes, stroke, thrush, etc.), but it may also be a
side effect of some prescription and over-the-counter medications. In fact, there
are up to four hundred medications that can contribute to dry mouth. These
drugs include antihistamines, decongestants, painkillers, muscle relaxants, tranquilizers, diuretics, antidepressants, and drugs that treat high blood pressure,
Parkinson’s disease, and incontinence. Anti-seizure medications, immunosuppressant drugs, and channel calcium blockers may also cause “gingival overgrowth” (enlarged gum tissue). It is important to identify any medication that
causes dry mouth and adjust the dosage or replace it with another drug before it
leads to severe tooth decay and gum disease.

501 N. Cornell Ave., Suite 1, Fullerton 92831.
To schedule an appointment please call 714-992-0092
www.paulnelsondental.com
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COMMUNITY OPINIONS

Out of My Mind
by Jon Dobrer © 2020

GOING VIRAL
Families, tribes, nations and even virus. COVID-19, however, seems parempires rise but mostly fall from dis- ticularly virulent.
eases, pollution and plagues. From bibli“Virulent” is related to the word virus
cal times we have understood that pol- which originally meant a poisonous and
luting the river upstream of your putrid substance and probably derives
dwelling place could wipe out a family, from the Sanskrit “Visah,” meaning poiand disposing of waste upriver of a son. What ties its linguistic origins to
town, could kill the entire population. today is the theme of something that is
History has recorded many “Great easily disseminated, difficult to stop,
Plagues,” the most famous for us being potentially harmful and even deadly. All
the Bubonic Plague, the Spanish of these dangers apply both to organic
Influenza and what the Conquistadores pathogens and social memes. They
brought that wiped out the
come together in the poiIncas.
soned cornucopia of misWe know too that
information
about
plagues can manifest as
COVID-19 that spreads
information, misinformavirally—often
more
We need to
tion and political tides. We
swiftly than the pathogen
do the most
know that fear—of people
itself.
and disease—can lead to
COVID-19 has gone
difficult things:
ostracism, xenophobia and
from outbreak in Wuhan
act sensibly and
violence. We know that
China, to epidemic to
follow the
blaming immigrants for
pandemic. Contrary to
CDC hygiene
bringing diseases, both
what the President said, it
bacterial and intellectual,
won’t magically disapguidelines.
is all too common. We can
pear on April 1. We’d
They don’t
predict that the increasing
truly be April Fools to
guarantee safety, believe that. And conrate of COVID-19 will
but they
lead to demonization of
trary to the false memes
Asians, fear of immigrants
flying around, it was not
increase our
and extreme antipathy
created in China and
chances.
towards the homeless.
released to test its disperOn the other hand, this
sal powers for future biowill eventually change
chemical
warfare.
medical care for the poor,
Neither did it come from
the undocumented and the
Bill Gates for some ununderinsured. We will realize that if the named nefarious purpose. Nor did the
poor and paperless are sick and carrying announcement by an Israeli pharmaceuthe virus, they will need to be treated for tical company that they were close to
our own safety’s sake. We will have the testing a vaccine mean, as some of the
stark choice of testing and treating them Arab press held, that Israel invented it to
or rounding them up and letting them kill Arabs and to hold the world hostage
die. I don’t see us doing that.
for their precious vaccine.
We live in a “Viral Age.” Information,
There is so much that we don’t know
misinformation, gossip and memes fly that anyone who offers clear and certain
around the world at the speed of light. answers should not be trusted—whether
Unfortunately our ability to process all they are promoting denial, as Trump has
of these data points moves at glacial done, or hysteria. We simply don’t know
speed.
either its morbidity or mortality—that is,
We also live in another and equally how widely it’s spreading or how lethal
dangerous “Viral Age,” and this is of it is.
true viruses—of organic pathogens that
China has been inconsistent in its
can infect and kill us. Today, Covid-19, reporting of cases. The diagnostic critethe disease caused by SARS-CoV2, is ria for having the disease have changed
spreading around the world, which is over time and differ in various commuwhat viruses do. We’ve all had Corona nities, making the data difficult to reconViruses—our common cold (is called a cile. Iran reports few cases but a high
Rhinovirus). It’s a first cousin of this mortality rate of around 14%. We report
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a much lower rate, but it would go even
lower if we really understood how many
people have it or have had it. Obviously,
if we keep the same death count and
increase the number of infected, the
mortality rate drops reciprocally.
But we don’t have credible numbers,
and we haven’t unified our diagnostic
criteria. We haven’t distributed enough
test kits to get good information, and we
haven’t unified the protocols for who
gets tested or even how many days
symptom-free a patient has to be before
being cleared and released from quarantine.
We think the latency period from contacting the virus and showing symptoms
is from 5 days to 2 weeks. We think that
the virus is transmissible before there
are symptoms. We presently believe that
about 80% of people who get the virus
have only mild symptoms.
Paradoxically, all of these beliefs
make this more difficult to contain.
Ebola, for example, is an efficient killer.
Its infected hosts die rapidly and therefore must transmit the disease quickly.
Most don’t live long enough to go to a
city then get on a plane. COVID-19,
however, is a patient and dangerous
traveler.
It’s not yet clear what the most effective strategies against COVID-19 are.
Italy declaring a quarantine on all of
Italy is less likely to be effective than
China isolating Wuhan. (China being an
authoritarian regime and Italy being
made up of hard to herd Italians)
Some things are clear. This is real and
dangerous and neither panic nor hoarding are useful. We certainly need uniform diagnostic criteria both for determining when someone is ill and when
they are safe. Beyond that, we need to
do the most difficult things: act sensibly
and follow the CDC hygiene guidelines.
They don’t guarantee safety, but they
increase our chances. And that will have
to do till a vaccine is developed and
released in about a year and a half.
Meanwhile, take the advice for HIV and
Practice Safe Social Intercourse!
www.Dobrer.com
Follow me on Twitter @jondobrer

Leans Far Left
Dear Jon Dobrer,
I again state that the Observer is not
non-partisan. Your articles lean far left.
The top of your articles always say
“Community Opinions.” Your March
article, page 16, had no community
opinion, just your thoughts. That’s ok if
the paper also gives readers a fair report
on conservative ideas, and prints them.
Is there really nothing positive that the
President has done that you can’t write
about? I wonder why you have not
given your opinion of Bernie and his
Socialist ideas. Do you think he is better
for our country?
Regards,
David Robbins, Fullerton

OC Animal Care
Super Efficient
Thanks to Steve of OC Animal
Control for coming out on a Sunday
morning to remove a dead opossum
from our backyard. The super efficient
service of this agency is so impressive.
If you have such an issue I highly recommend calling them at 714-259-1122.
SK, Fullerton
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LETTERS, POEMS, NEWS

RE: “Concerns Persist Presentation to the Fullerton School
District Board of Trustees
About Hunt Library
Re: Solar Project
Proposal Process”
Dear Editor:
The February 12, 2020 editorial
“Concerns Persist About Hunt Library
Proposal Process,” on the future of the
Hunt Library was a disappointment to
read since the update failed to mention
the impact the closure has had on the
local community, schools, parents and
children in the West Fullerton neighborhood. While the author did address
some of the issues with the current city
council’s unsuccessful attempt to try to
gain control of the library system from
the Library Board of Trustees and their
interest in a private sale, sadly, the article failed to address the loss to the local
residents, many of whom are low-tomiddle income families who are in
much need of after-school programs,
tutoring, and literacy programs. Without
the support of residents and local business partnerships speaking up for the
need of reopening the Hunt Library, the
City Council will continue to ignore our
most vulnerable residents who call
Fullerton home just like the current
council members do.
Rosalie Beard, Fullerton

Child Care During
School Closures
The problem for working parents caring for their children with all the K-12
schools closed in OC is relatively easy
to solve. With thousands of high school
students needing spending money, why
not have them take care of these children for a reasonable fee that low
income parents can afford. If virtual
classes are assigned, these students can
take their laptops with them or use the
house computer. If neither of these
options are available, the assignment
can be carried out before or after doing
the child care.
Denny Bean, Fullerton

HOW TO VOICE
YOUR OPINION
The Community Opinion
pages provide a free forum for
the community. The Observer
welcomes letters on any subject
of interest. Opinions are those
of the writer. We must verify
your identity, but we allow initials only and town to be printed
if desired, or anonymous in
print if a reasonable case can be
made as to why that is necessary. Opinions sent to us without name, address and phone
number will not be printed. Due
to space issues shorter letters
have a better chance of getting
in. Please add your contact
information so we can verify.
Thanks!
contact@fullertonobserver.com

or mail to: Fullerton
Observer,
PO Box 7051,
Fullerton CA 92834

My name is Steven E. Brunette.
I am a registered Citizen and Homeowner on Sunnywood
Drive, directly behind Hermosa Elementary School, for over 10
years.
I am solely here to comment upon the Fullerton School
District Solar Energy Project.
I represent no one but Myself, and my Family.
I have no personal objection to Solar Energy Power, by and
of itself.
You all know, or should know, about my last 2 Months of
communications with Mr. Coghlan, for the District, and a few
Members of this Board, as to the many issues that I have raised
about this project -- so I will not here state them again.
I do wish to advise by this Appearance the many Citizens and
Residents of Fullerton that they can and should do something,
and be concerned (as I am) about this massive Solar Project –
which was approved over over two years ago, but that they
have only recently experienced or learned about.
Twenty schools, thousands of children, hundreds of teachers
and staff are directly impacted, and thousands of adjacent
Fullerton residents.
The District has admitted to me it has done absolutely no
environmental analysis or serious consideration of the “may
happen,” “could happen,” or “how do we mitigate or control”… these only some issues which should be seriously
addressed.
Traffic, air quality, noise abatement, placement, and location
– and primary concern about the safety of the children, teachers, staff, and general public – are only some of the
Environmental & Significant Issues.
I am amazed that after two years that this board considered,
presumably privately, and publicly this project, approved resolution #18/19-13, and signed a contract (of which I have no
Executed Copy) with a Limited Liability Company, not the
company which was in negotiations with the District, but only
formed (presumably) to protect its parent companies.
At that point – two years ago – never was the General Public
adequately informed, and given the opportunity to Comment
and present their Concerns.
In my opinion, all that went before must be corrected, not
simply “Amended” --- and that a real, well advertised and significantly noticed public hearing be held – inviting all of the
public (Fullerton Residents and any others) to Attend and
Comment.
This is all about power – Not Solar, Not The Solar Company,
Not The District – but the people who are Affected and should
have a voice - which its’ Public Representatives and Public
Agencies should welcome.

Worth
An easy smooth life, a simple fast fix
Just comfort and warmth, ridiculous bliss
No effort needed, not a worry to wear
All wanted is handed, unearned without care
A cookie-cut image, what perceived all should be
These toxic sick thoughts, will they happen to me?
Shall I, too, cave weaken and sink
forget for myself I must think?
To fall for the cons of a T.V. commercial
Computerized programmed, mindless and junk-full
Buy quick and consume a disposable thrill
Waste, envy and greed, pompous house on the hill
And I watch your face, with its selfish tongue spitting
just ignorant, shallow, big plastic nothings
Be fake, rich and stupid, and never grow old
For this I should wish, at least that’s what I’m told
But I know life can’t be something you turn on and tape
not downloaded, memorized, rehearsed with a take
I’d ache for the truth as I know it to be
for all beauty is gone, if that’s all that you see
Be aware of the starving, and aware of insane
Be aware of the harming, the tortured and slain
Be aware of the dirt, of the grit, and the grime
Be aware of corruption, the theft, rape, and crime
Turn off your gadgets. Live think and create
Do something that matters, with a passion irate
Live life, breathe and feel
Live life like it’s real
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Novel Coronavirus:
What You Should Know
(from the Orange County Health Care Agency)
Novel Coronavirus is a new virus that causes respiratory illness in people. This virus was first identified in
Wuhan, Hubei Province, China.
How is it spread?
•Coughing and sneezing
•Close contact with people, such as touching or
shaking hands
•Touching an object or surface that has the virus on it,
then touching your mouth, nose, or eyes.
What are the symptoms?
•Fever
•Cough
•Shortness of breath or difficulty breathing
•Severe illness (sickness)
How can I help protect myself?
•Wash your hands often with soap and water. Avoid
touching face with unwashed hands. Avoid close contact
with people who are sick.
•Stay home when you are sick.
•Cover your cough or sneeze with a tissue, then throw
it in the trash. Clean and disinfect frequently touched
objects and surfaces.
Visit the CDC website for current Risk Assessment
Level for affected countries, https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/travelers/index.html. For more information, please visit www.ochealthinfo.com/novelcoronavirus or call the OC Health Care Agency’s Health
Referral Line at (800) 564-8448.

Correction Re: FSD Has 0.0
Expectations for Your Child
The former assistant superintendent I referred to in my
Early March letter is Mark Douglas. I regret any confusion or embarrassment to Mark Jacobs who is, in fact, our
union president. Mark Jacobs works hard for his fellow
teachers and does not deserve to have this attention taking
time away from his important work. I offer my most sincere apology to Mark and regret any embarrassment this
may have caused.
Sincerely,
Tony Wilson

The Outcome of
Mr. MacLeod’s Gratitude
When Thanksgiving came twice, who waked so proud
As that grateful optimist, Mr, MacLeod?
Things you and I would deeply deplore
MacLeod found ways to be grateful for.
And this was his conscientious attitude:
Double Thanksgiving, double gratitude.
Whatever happened, no matter how hateful,
MacLeod found excuses for being grateful.
To be grateful, he really strained his wits.
Had he hiccups?
He was grateful it wasn’t fits.
Had he hives?
He was grateful it wasn’t measles.
Had he mice?
He was grateful it wasn’t weasels.
Had he roaches?
He was glad it wasn’t tarantulas.
Did his wife go to San Francisco?
He was glad it wasn’t Los Angeles.
Mrs. MacLeod, on the other hand,
Was always complaining to beat the band.
If she had the mumps she found it no tonic
To be told to be grateful it wasn’t bubonic.
If the cook walked out she would scream like a mink
Instead of being grateful she still had a sink.
So she tired of her husband’s cheery note
And she stuffed a tea tray down his throat.
He remarked from the floor where they found him
reclining,
“I’m just a MacLeod with a silver lining.”

It’s worth it.
Dana Martin, Fullerton

by Ogden Nash
Submitted by James Armstrong
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NEWS & TRIBUTES

Charles Anthony (Tony) Hale
Charles Anthony (Tony) Hale, passed
away Friday February 28, 2020 surrounded by his loving family. Born
June 8, 1948, he was 71. Predeceased
by his parents, Charles Eldon Hale and
Elizabeth Robbins Dersch, Tony was a
lifetime resident of Fullerton, attending
Golden Hills Elementary, Sunny Hills
HS and CSUF. Professionally he was a
Construction Contractor.
His passion was his music. He loved
his family, his music, and his town.
Beginning the Facebook Group,
Fullerton Musicians of the 60’s, his joy
was singing the gigs at Bourbon Street.
At home, with microphone in hand,
Tony sang on TV at the age of 4 and for
various community organizations. He
lived his life fully.
Tony is survived by his wife Marisa,
sister Trudy Ertle, Daughters Summer
Hale, Lindsay Saul (Jason), and son
Michael Van Tongeren. Grandchildren,
Harlow Hale; Coco, Jaggar and

Kingston Saul and Adelyn Van
Tongeren. Tony also had many nieces
and nephews. Services were Sunday,
March 8 at McAuley and Wallace
Mortuary.

Shirley Ann Wentworth
With profound sadness we announce
the passing of Shirley Ann Wentworth
on February 28th, 2020 at the age of 83.
Shirley was a long time resident of
Fullerton, California. She was born to
the late Charles Crosbie and Emma
Ricker Crosbie, on June
3, 1936. She spent her
young years on the
Crosbie Ranch on old
Rt.1 in Fullerton with
her brother who died
suddenly at the age of
14.
Shirley attended Saint
Mary’s Catholic Church
and Elementary School
and both Mater Dei and
Fullerton High School.
After graduating she met John A.
Wentworth from Fullerton, and they
married on October3, 1959. They bought
a new home on Harrington Drive in East
Fullerton, giving them the opportunity to
become two of the first parishioners of
Saint Juliana Falconieri Catholic Church
around 1965. Shirley remained an
active member of Saint Juliana’s parish
for more than 54 years.

The young Wentworth couple raised
two beautiful daughters, Kathleen Boyd
Coffman and Kelly Abraham, (John).
Shirley worked as a Medical
Transcriptionist until her husband, John
Wentworth, died in 1999. Shirley then
spent her later years
earning her Master
Gardening Certificate,
from
Cal
State
Fullerton’s Arboretum,
where she spent many
fulfilling years volunteering as a Master
Gardener.
Shirley is survived by
her two daughters,
Kathleen Boyd Coffman,
and Kelly Abraham, and
four grandchildren,, Rosemary and
Kaylee Boyd and Nicholas and Joshua
Abraham.
Mass of Christian Burial with a reception in the Parish Hall to follow will be
on: Tuesday, March 17, 2020 10:00 am
at Saint Juliana Falconieri Catholic
Church 1316 N. Acacia Ave., Fullerton.
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William (Bill) S. Maginnis, Jr.
William (Bill) S. Maginnis, Jr. passed
away on January 12, 2020. A
Celebration of Life service will be held
in the future.
Bill was born on July 5, 1928 in
Baltimore, MD, to Sophia B. and W.
Stuart Maginnis. His father
was a pharmacist and the
family lived over their
Maginnis Pharmacy. Bill
graduated from Baltimore
Polytechnic Institute in
1946 and enlisted in the
Marine Corps that year. He
served for three years,
spending two years in
Hawaii as an air traffic controller.
In 1949 he enrolled at
Johns Hopkins University
and graduated in 1953 with a degree in
Industrial Engineering. He was president
of three organizations and captain of the
cross country team. Bill spent eight
years working for three aluminum companies in Baltimore, Phoenix, and Terre
Haute before settling in Fullerton in
1962 to work for Hunt-Wesson Foods.
He later transitioned from Marketing

and became Director of Packaging.
Bill met the love of his life, Mimi
Bowman in 1950 when they both
worked at a summer camp for inner-city
kids. They were married in 1954 and, as
Bill said, "We spent our lives helping
other people and that
made me happy."
Bill was active at First
Presbyterian Church, the
Fullerton
Arboretum,
Boy
Scouts,
Little
League, and Boys Club
basketball. After retirement in 1990, Bill and
Mimi traveled extensively and enjoyed their
beach house in Mexico
and helping the Door of
Faith Orphanage.
Bill is survived by his wife of 65
years, Mimi Maginnis; children Marcie
Walker (Tim), W. Stuart Maginnis
(Nina), Patty Mastracco (Vince), and D.
Scott Maginnis; grandchildren Nicole,
Mollie, Mason, Dillon, Kelly, Kim,
Abbey, Ben, Annabelle, Malcom, Jerzy,
and Gemma; great-grandchildren
Colbin, Bryson, Zakiyah, and Legend.

Deloris Lorraine (Buckland) Bill (Dee)
Deloris Lorraine (Buckland) Bill
(Dee), age 94, of Fullerton, California
passed away on February 28, 2020.
Born in Bryant, South
Dakota on April 17,
1925, she was one of
fourteen children. She
was preceded in death
by her parents, Mable
Jefferson and Charles
Buckland, her husband
of 65 years, Leo
Rawland Bill and
numerous siblings. She
is survived by four sisters,
her
children
Connie (Robert) Wade,
Dayton, Ohio; Wendi Thomas, Corona,
CA; Mark (Linda) Bill, Yorba Linda,
CA; and Terri (Mickey) Simonton,
Fullerton, CA, ten grandchildren and
nine great-grandchildren. Upon gradua-

tion from Bryant High School in South
Dakota, Deloris moved to Long Beach,
CA where she met and married Leo.
Thus, began her life as
active wife and mother
in
Fullerton,
CA.
Deloris loved life, her
family and friends and
was nurtured by her
faith community. She is
remembered for her
generous spirit, sense of
humor, warm hospitality, and being a terrific
“Mama Bill.”
There was be a celebration of life on
Saturday, March 14, at Yorba Linda
Friends Chapel Yorba Linda, California.
A private burial will take place
Tuesday, March 17 at Riverside
National Cemetery.

COVID-19 Cases & Deaths
as of March 15
Globally: 156,102 cases / 5,832 deaths
United States: 2,726 cases / 57 deaths
California: 288 confirmed cases / 5 deaths
Orange County: 14 cases / 0 deaths
For more info visit:
www.cdc.gov
www.who.int
www.ochealthinfo.com
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The California
Native American Genocide
Continued from page 11
must be neglected.”
Beale, like later Indian commission“Euro-Americans harnessed laws contained in the act against Indian vagrancy ers, was eventually fired for mismanageand drunkenness to obtain a form of ment and fraud.
His replacement, Thomas J. Henley,
short-term slave labor from Native
was even worse.
Americans,” Lindsay writes.
“In 1855 John Ross Browne, a US
A lack of Native resources created an
“economy of slow starvation” for native Treasury agent empowered as a special
investigator for the federal government,
peoples.
In addition to this legalized slavery, was sent to inspect Indian affairs and
conditions on California’s reserva“the legal system placed
tions…Brown excoriated
Native workers in homes
Henley and other federal
all
over
Southern
agents associated with
California
through
Indians
affairs
in
apprenticeship laws, also
The US Senate
California. In a series of
contained in ‘An Act for
voted not to
reports to the commisthe Government and
sioner of Indian Affairs in
ratify the 18
Protection of Indians.’
Washington, he described
Scholars have estimated
treaties made
the corruption apparent on
that white Americans
with California
the reservations he visited
enslaved as many as
Indians in the
and the utter waste of fed20,000 Native Americans
eral funds. In particular he
1850s.
in California. This slave
noted the shady dealings
system, disguised as an
of the officials, including
apprenticeship
in
Henley. In one telling
advanced civilization for
report, Brown said that
inferior peoples, contributed to the genocide of Native peo- private enterprises by the officials were
ples tremendously. By separating fami- seen on the reservations and seemed to
lies, depriving children of Native lin- make use of Native labor, federal funds,
guistic and cultural education, and and land set aside for the care of Native
inflicting mental and physical hardships, people on the reservation. Timber from
Euro-Americans destroyed Native fami- federal land was being harvested withlies, lowered birthrates, and committed out recompense, and the discharges of a
physical, cultural, and economic geno- sawmill were destroying the fisheries
Native people depended on. Much of
cide.”
this, Brown charged, was for the profit
of Henley and other whites living on the
Broken Treaties and
reservation. Indeed his many reports
Neglected Reservations
charged that those empowered to carry
out the operations were inept, ineffecIn 1850, the year California became a tive, and downright corrupt,” Lindsay
state, three federal treaty commissioners writes.
were sent to the new state. They were
Under Henley’s leadership “funds in
able to negotiate 18 separate treaties the thousands of dollars meant for the
with various Native American tribes.
subsistence of Native peoples were
Unfortunately, under pressure from being expended on for-profit ventures of
California senators, the US senate voted federal employees and white settlers on
not to ratify these treaties. They also reservation lands.”
voted for an “injunction of secrecy on
Many on the reservation were being
the treaties, which were hidden from the slowly starved to death or died of dispublic until 1905.”
ease brought on by malnutrition or their
With no ratified treaties, the federal weakened state.
government allotted no land to
Henley, like his predecessor, was
California tribes, but instead created eventually fired for mismanagement and
reservations that were “federal property fraud.
where Native Americans were housed.”
There also existed a lucrative trade of
“Native Americans living east of kidnapping women and children from
California had for centuries been pushed the reservations.
westward but in California that option
Army Lt. Dillon reported in 1861 “that
was unavailable, lest one push he knew of at least 50 instances when
California’s population into the Pacific Native children were kidnapped and
Ocean,” Lindsay writes.
sold to local settlers.”
Lacking official treaties which might
Despite being fired from their posihave guaranteed rights and sovereignty, tions as Indian commissioners, both
California Indians were left at the mercy Beale and Henley “obtained land near
of federal Indian commissioners.
reservations and used Native Americans
The first superintendent of Indian as unpaid labor to make their fortunes.”
affairs in California was a man named
By 1860, the seven reservations in
Edward F. Beale. Upon his arrival in California “were either reduced or
1852, he sent this report back to closed altogether.”
Washington:
“Driven from their fishing and hunting
Conclusion
grounds, hunted themselves like wild
beasts, lassoed, and torn from homes
Lindsay concludes that “genocide in
made miserable by want, and forced into
the state of California in the 19th century
slavery, the wretched remnant which
was planned by white settlers, miners,
escapes starvation on the one hand, and
and ranchers who used extermination,
the relentless Americans on the other,
either physical or cultural, to obtain
only do so to rot and die of a loathsome
Indian land and resources...Hopefully
disease, the penalty of Indian association
this study is sufficient to generate shame
with frontier civilization. This is not idle
and outrage, today at least, and help in
declamation—I have seen it; and I know
the process of revitalizing, rebuilding,
that they perish by the hundreds; I know
and enumerating Native communities by
that they are fading away with a startling
educating all Americans of the genocidal
and shocking rapidity, but I cannot help
past of the shared place that Native and
them. Humanity must yield to necessity.
non-Native persons now call home.”
They are not dangerous; therefore they
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ANSWER
KEY
TO PUZZLE
“LUCK OF THE
IRISH”
on page 7:

PUZZLE MASTER
Valerie Brickey
was born in
Fullerton and
returned to raise
her family here.
She has been
contributing
puzzles since 2014.

LOCAL ONLY CLASSIFIEDS
Call (714) 525-6402

The Fullerton Observer provides space for NEIGHBORS to advertise. To
participate you must have a local phone number. Contractors must provide
valid licenses. Editor reserves right to reject any ad not considered suitable
for our family newspaper. The cost of a classified is $10 for 50 words or less
per issue. Payment is by check only. The Observer assumes no liability for
ads placed here. However, if you have a complaint or compliment about a
service, please let us know at (714) 525-6402. Call City Hall at (714) 7386531 to inquire about business licenses. For contractor license verification go
to the California State Contractor License Board website at
www.cslb.ca.gov.

WANT TO BUY
Wanted: TECH BOOKS

Engineering, physics, mathematics,
electronics, aeronautics, welding, woodworking, HVAC, metalworking and
other types of technical books purchased. Large Collections (25+ books)
Preferred. Please call Deborah
(714) 528-8297

HOME REPAIR
LICENSED HOME SERVICES

Roofing, Dry Rot, Windows, Doors,
Patio Covers, Fences, Gates
CSLB #744432.
Free estimates (714) 272-8702

EMPLOYMENT
FULLERTON ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL DISTRICT JOBS

Apply at www.edjoin.org
“Fullerton Elementary”
CITY JOB OPENINGS

Visit www.cityoffullerton.com and
click on the “How Do I” tab and then
“Careers.” Apply online by clicking on
the “Apply” link or visit Fullerton City
Hall, 303 W. Commonwealth Ave.
Community Services Leader Series
Non-Regular (At Will/Non-Benefited)
$12-$12.50 Hourly. Department: Parks
and Recreation Community
Services Specialist Series
Non-Regular (At Will/Non-Benefited)
$12.75-$13.25 Hourly. Department:
Parks and Recreation
Fire Department Utility Worker
Non-Regular (At Will/Non-Benefited)
$12-$13 Hourly. Department: Fire
Housing Programs Assistant
Full Time: $4,559-$5,819 Monthly.
Department: Community & Economic
Development
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Schools Close Amid Coronavirus Concerns
Continued from frontpage

Students from Commonwealth can
pick up their food at Ladera Vista JHS of
the Arts. Children must be present in
order to receive their lunch meal. In
addition, breakfast can be picked up for
the following day at the same time.
Teachers will meet at their school sites
on March 16 to receive assignments and
then work from home on lesson plans.
Students were provided with a five-day
learning packet to take home. The district has many learning resources and
more information and updates available
online at www.fullertonsd.org. For families without home Internet access,
Spectrum is offering free internet for 60
days. Please call 1-844-488-8395.
The Fullerton Joint Union High
School District also announced that its
schools will be closing and moving to a
distance learning model through at least
March 30. Visit www.fjuhsd.org for
updates.
Both CSUF and Fullerton College
will be moving to online instruction
over the next month.
These local schools join hundreds of

others across the state and the nation
that are closing due to the outbreak.
As of March 15, there are 14 cases
in Orange County. One person has
recovered. 11 of the cases are travelrelated; 2 were exposed to a person
with active case; and one case had
neither factor. Children are not getting severely ill from this virus. No
cases in people 18 or younger have
been reported so far. Six cases are in
the 18-49 age range; five in the 5064 age range and three in the over 60
age range.
Older adults over 60 with preexisting health issues are at highest
risk and those are the priority cases
that Orange County Health Care
Agency is testing. A total of 259 people have been tested by HCA Public
Health Laboratory. There are kits
available to test 1108 people in
Orange County, which has a population of roughly three million.
Other tests may be done through
private
labs.
California
Congresswoman Katie Porter is trying
to
force
the
Trump
Administration's appointed head of
Centers for Disease Control to issue
more test kits and cover testing at no
cost to patients to encourage everyone with a suspected case to be tested and treated.
The OC Board of Ed supports
school closures but each district is
making their own decision. OC
Healthcare Agency will give daily
updates at 5pm on the number of
cases and also resources and recommendations for dealing with
Coronavirus are available by calling
1-800-564-8448 and by visiting
www.ochealthinfo.com.

STEVEN VAN ZANDT VISITS
ORANGETHORPE SCHOOL
As part of the TeachRock program,
Steven Van Zandt visited Orangethorpe
School on Thursday, March 12, at 10:30
am. TeachRock is a national curriculum
initiative for students in grades K-12,
created to address the challenges of an
environment in which schools face cuts
to arts funding. Along with Bruce
Springsteen, Bono, Martin Scorcese,
and Jackson Browne, Steven Van Zandt
started the Rock and Roll Forever
Foundation which is the parent organization of TeachRock.
A graduate of Sunny Hills High
School in Fullerton, Van Zandt is a
member of Bruce Springsteen’s E-Street
Band, and was a regular cast member on
the hit HBO show “The Sopranos.”
TeachRock includes interdisciplinary,
arts-driven materials designed to keep
students engaged and in school. The

curriculum is available to educators at
no cost and includes lesson plans, historical resources, and multimedia support
materials, all in alignment with national
and state educational standards. It is
designed to help teachers engage students by connecting the history of popular music to classroom work across disciplines.
“As the flagship TeachRock Partner
School, Orangethorpe School has
embraced the power of arts integration
in the classroom...the students
love using Rock and Roll as a medium
for learning. We are so excited to show
the world how Teach Rock has positively impacted our school!” stated Dr.
Ginger Frady, Principal at Orangethorpe
School.
For more information, call 714/4477400 or visit www.fullertonsd.org.

